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Abstract
There is growing consensus that improvements in Li-ion batteries may
not ever be sufficient to allow mass market adoption of electric vehi-
cles, as we approach the physical limits of storage capacity of current
Li-ion batteries. Several “beyond Li-ion” chemistries are being explored
as possible high energy density alternatives, and one such widely studied
system is the nonaqueous Li-air or Li-O2 battery with the highest theo-
retical energy density. In this doctoral work, we focus on the challenges
involving nonaqueous electrolytes in Li-O2 batteries, and their critical
influence on performance metrics such as rechargeability and capacity.
We perform a comprehensive analysis of the fundamental mechanisms
of decomposition and solvation behaviour of electrolytes in nonaqueous
Li-O2 batteries with an aim to elucidate the scientific principles which
govern them and build a computational framework for modelling and
predicting such behaviour.
In the first part of this thesis, we build on experimental results on
O2 gas consumption and release during galvanostatic cycling of the Li-
O2 battery, and limit our focus to understanding trends in the oxidative
stability of solvents. Based on a systematic treatment of the electrochem-
ical environment of Li2O2, we propose that, to a first approximation, the
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) level could be a good de-
scriptor which correlates well with the experimentally measured degree
of rechargeability. Using the so called high fidelity GW calculations, we
back our proposition by demonstrating that the effect of renormaliza-
tion on the electronic energy levels of the solvent and the surface under
charging conditions does not invalidate this first order assumption. We
utilize this descriptor to screen and identify numerous solvents that could
enhance the rechargeability of nonaqueous Li-O2 batteries.
In the second part of this thesis, we carry out a critical examina-
tion of solvent stability against adsorption induced H-abstraction during
discharge. Using a detailed thermodynamic analysis, we show that a
solvent’s propensity to resist H-abstraction is determined by its acid
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dissociation constant, pKa, in its own environment. Further, we con-
struct a stability plot based on the solvent’s HOMO level and its pKa in
dimethylsulfoxide, which reveals that most solvents obey a correlation
where solvents with lower HOMO levels tend to have lower pKa values in
dimethylsulfoxide. This, however, is at odds with the stability require-
ment that demands deep HOMO levels and high pKa values, implying
that stable solvents need to be outliers to this observed correlation.
In the third part of this thesis, we focus on the challenges facing the de-
velopment of high capacity rechargeable Li-O2 batteries, which requires
the identification of stable solvents that can promote a solution-based
discharge mechanism via dissolution of the adsorbed intermediate LiO2*.
Such a mechanism is possible in solvents with high Gutmann Donor (DN)
or Acceptor (AN) numbers. However, O−2 is a strong nucleophile and is
known to attack solvents via H+/H-abstraction or substitution, which
is extremely detrimental to the battery’s rechargeability. We develop a
thermodynamic model to describe these two effects and demonstrate an
anti-correlation between the solvent’s stability and its ability to enhance
capacity via solution-mediated discharge product growth. We analyze
the commonly used solvents in the same framework and describe why
solvents that can promote higher discharge capacity are also prone to
degradation. This analysis outlines the need to find solvating additives
for electrolytes in practical Li-O2 batteries, which will be outliers to this
observed anti-correlation.
In the fourth and final part of the thesis, we analyze one of the most
upcoming recent strategies to enhance solubility to circumvent the is-
sues highlighted in the previous part by appropriately selecting the salt
anion in the electrolyte solution. Building on recent experiments, we
demonstrate using a thermodynamic Ising model that the improvement
in battery capacities upon using high DN anions can be explained on the
basis of enhanced Li+ ion stability in solution, which induces solubility
of the intermediate leading to toroidal Li2O2 formation. We provide
a generalized interpretation of the developed Ising model to map out
the entire electrolyte design space whose predictions are found to be in
excellent agreement with experiments. Further, we supplement our anal-
ysis with rigorous classical molecular dynamics simulations to provide a
general description of solvation of Li+ ions and the role of both solvent
and salt anion in ion-pairing. We define a novel metric for quantifying
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ion-pairing formation and also demonstrate the usefulness of the simple
Ising model developed earlier, which is validated from the predictions of
classical molecular dynamics simulations.
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Übersicht
Es gibt wachsenden Konsens darüber, dass Verbesserungen der Li-Ionen-
Batterien nicht ausreichend sein werden, um Massenmarktakzeptanz von
Elektrofahrzeugen zu ermöglichen, da sich die Speicherkapazität der
aktuellen Lithium-Ionen-Batterien den physikalischen Grenzen nähert.
“Beyond Li-ion” Chemikalien werden hinsichtlich hoher Energiedichte
als Alternativen erforscht, darunter das ausgiebig untersuchte System
aus nonaqueous Li-Luft oder Li-O2. Diese Batterien besitzen die höchste
theoretischen Energiedichte. Diese Doktorarbeit konzentriert sich auf die
Herausforderungen, welche nonaqueous Elektrolyten in Li-O2 Batterien
darstellen sowie den kritischen Einfluss auf die Performance-Metriken,
wie Wiederaufladbarkeit und Kapazität. Eine umfassende Analyse der
grundlegenden Mechanismen der Zersetzung und des Solvatationsverhal-
tens von Elektrolyten in nonaqueous Li-O2 Batterien wird durchgeführt
mit dem Ziel, die wissenschaftlichen Prinzipien zu ergründen und einen
rechnerischen Rahmen für die Modellierung dieses Verhaltens zu schaf-
fen.
Der erste Teil dieser Arbeit baut auf experimentellen Untersuchun-
gen von O2 Gasverbrauch und Freisetzung des galvanostatischen Zyk-
lus von Li-O2 Batterien auf. Der Fokus ist begrenzt auf das Verständ-
nis von Tendenzen der Oxidationsstabilität von Lösungsmitteln. Auf
der Grundlage einer systematischen Untersuchung der elektrochemis-
chen Umgebung von Li2O2 wird vorgeschlagen, dass in erster Näherung
das “highest occupied molecular orbital” (HOMO) Niveau ein Deskrip-
tor sein könnte, welcher gut mit dem experimentell gemessenen Grad
von Wiederaufladbarkeit korreliert. Ergebnisse von sogenannten High-
Fidelity-GW Simulationen unterstützen diese These, da gezeigt werden
kann, dass die Näherung auch unter Wirkung von Renormierung auf die
elektronischen Energieniveaus des Lösungsmittels und der Oberfläche
unter Ladebedingungen bestand hat. Wir nutzen diesen Deskriptor um
zahlreiche Lösungsmittel zu selektieren und zu identifizieren, welche die
Wiederaufladbarkeit von nonaqueous Li-O2 Batterien verbessern könnte.
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Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit wird eine kritische Prüfung der Lö-
sungsmittelbeständigkeit gegen durch Adsorption induzierte H-Abstraktion
während der Entladung durchgeführt. Mit Hilfe einer detaillierten ther-
modynamischen Analyse wird gezeigt, dass die Tendenz des Lösungsmit-
tels der H-Abstraktion zu widerstehen von der Säurelösungskonstanten
pKa in der eigenen Umgebung abhängt. Zusätzlich wird mittels der
Stabilitätskurve in Dimethylsulfoxid demonstriert, dass die meisten Lö-
sungsmittel eine positive Korrelation zwischen HOMO Niveau und pKa
Wert in Dimethylsulfoxid besitzen. Dies liegt jedoch im Widerspruch zu
der Stabilitätsanforderungen, welche niedrige HOMO-Niveaus und hohe
pKa Werte verlangen, woraus folgt, dass stabile Lösungsmittel Ausreißer
dieser Korrelation sein müssen.
Der dritte Teil dieser Arbeit behandelt die Herausforderungen, welche
die Entwicklung von hoch kapazitätiven, wiederaufladbaren Li-O2 Batte-
rien, und somit die Identifizierung von stabilen Lösungsmittel erfordert,
mit sich bringt. Das hierfür benötigte Lösungsmittel muss einen Ent-
ladungsmechanismus besitzend, welcher auf der Dissolution des Zwis-
chenzustands LiO2* basiert. Ein solcher Mechanismus findet sich in
Lösungsmitteln mit hohen Gutmann Donor (DN) oder Acceptor (AN)
Zahlen. Jedoch ist O−2 ein starkes Nucleophil und dafür bekannt, Lö-
sungsmittel über H+/H-Abstraktion oder Substitution anzugreifen, was
für die Wiederaufladbarkeit der Batterie äußerst schädlich ist. Durch
Entwicklung eines thermodynamischen Modells, welches diese beiden Ef-
fekte berücksichtigt, wird die Negativkorrelation gezeigt, die zwischen
der Lösungsmittelstabilität und der Fähigkeit zur Kapazitätssteigerung
besteht. Es werden weitere gebräuchliche Lösungsmittel mit der gleichen
Methode analysiert und beschrieben, warum Lösungsmittel, die eine
höhere Entladungskapazität besitzen, gleichzeitig anfälliger für Degrada-
tion sind. Diese Analyse unterstreicht die Notwendigkeit, solvatisierend
Additive für Elektrolyte für praktischen Anwendung der Li-O2 Batterien
zu finden, welche den Ausreißern mit Negativkorrelation entsprechen.
Im vierten und letzten Teil der Arbeit werden die neuesten Strate-
gien zur Verbesserung der Löslichkeit analysiert, welche die Probleme,
die im vorherigen Teil aufgeworfen wurden, durch sorgältige Wahl der
Salz-Anionen in der Elektrolytlösung beheben könnten. Aufbauend auf
neuesten Experimenten wird gezeigt, wie die Verwendung eines thermo-
dynamischen Ising-Modells hilft, die Verbesserung der Batteriekapaz-
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itäten durch hohe DN Anionen, auf der Grundlage von verbesserten Li+
Ionen die Stabilität in Lösung zu erklären, wobei die Induzierung der
Löslichkeit des Zwischenzustandes zur toroidalen Li2O2 Bildung berück-
sichtigt wird. Eine allgemeine Interpretation des Ising-Modell Ansatzes
wird vorgenommen und ein umfassendes Elektrolyt Design Kennfeld
wird erstellt, dessen Vorhersagen sich mit experimentell ermittelten Ken-
nfeldern in sehr guter Übereinstimmung befindet. Zusätzlich ergänzen
wir unsere Analyse mit strengen klassischen Moleküldynamiksimulatio-
nen, um eine allgemeine Beschreibung der Lösung von Li+ Ionen und
die Rolle der Lösungsmittel und Salz-Anion in Ionenpaarungen zu un-
tersuchen. Es wird eine neue Metrik für Ionenpaarbildung zur Quan-
tifizierung definiert und die Güte des einfachen Ising Modells demonstri-
ert, indem die Vorhersagen mit denen der klassischen Moleküldynamik-
simulationen verglichen werden.
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1. Introduction
The electrification of vehicular transportation is one of the most critical
challenges of the 21st century. The key driving forces behind this need to
shift away from hydrocarbon-based fossil fuels is to curb CO2 emissions,
which have an enormous potential as a greenhouse gas, and improve
air quality, which has dropped to alarming levels in most major cities
around the world.
The major goal for widespread adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) was
highlighted in a quote in the Washington Post in 1915, “Prices on elec-
tric cars will continue to drop until they’re within reach of the average
family.”. A century later, several scientific and technological issues are
yet to be overcome. The insufficient storage capacity and high costs of
current Li-ion batteries severely limits the range of practical EVs, as the
amount of lithium that can be stored in optimized active cathodes and
anodes is nearing physical limitations [24]. As a result, strong empha-
sis has been laid on exploring high energy density alternatives to Li-ion
batteries, which has led to the emergence of several research programs
around the world devoted to studying what has been dubbed as “beyond
Li-ion” (BLI) battery chemistries [24, 25, 26].
Of all BLI chemistries, the Li-air (alternately Li-O2) battery, has the
highest theoretical specific energy [24], and has hence attracted enor-
mous research attention in the past couple of years. The Li-O2 battery
is an open-system high energy density battery. A typical Li-O2 cell con-
sists of pure lithium metal as anode, a nonaqueous organic electrolyte,
and a carbon cathode. During the discharge process, metallic lithium is
oxidized and the resulting Li+ ions diffuse from the anode to the carbon
cathode, where they react with incoming O2 gas to form lithium perox-
ide, Li2O2, at nucleation sites on the cathode. The externally supplied
O2 gas at the cathode is fed through an air handling unit, which is a
processing unit that separates O2 molecules from air. During the charg-
ing process, the Li2O2 layer is decomposed and the free Li+ ions migrate
back to the metallic anode, where they are reduced and redeposited. The
1
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Li-O2 battery chemistry is described in the following reactions [27]:
At the anode:
Li ⇀↽ Li+ + e− (1.1)
At the cathode:
2Li+ + 2e− + O2 ⇀↽ Li2O2 (1.2)
The main discharge product, Li2O2, builds up in the form of nanome-
ter sized thin layers, and also as toroids which can grow to micron sized
particles, as shown in Fig. 1.1a. A typical galvanostatic plot for the
Li-O2 chemistry, in Fig. 1.1b, shows minor deviations from the average
discharge potential Udis, but features a precipitous drop in voltage at
the end of the discharge cycle often termed as “sudden death”. During
the charging process, there is a significant increase in inefficiency owing
to electrolyte degradation.
Two major electrochemical routes for the discharge processes have
been identified: the surface process and the solution process, as outlined
in Fig. 1.1c. In the surface process, Li+ ions and dissolved O2 combine
with electrons at the carbon cathode, to eventually lead to the formation
of crystalline Li2O2, as shown in blue in Fig. 1.1c. In the solution
process, the adsorbed LiO∗2 is dissolved and the generated O
−
2 diffuses to
an existing toroidal discharge feature or a fresh nucleation site leading
to further toroidal discharge product growth.
Current Li-ion batteries have a specific energy of approximately 100-
200 Wh/kg [24]. The Li-O2 battery being an open system, demonstrates
a significantly higher specific energy than Li-ion batteries, which are
closed systems in that they must pack in the active ingredients. Carbon
based cathodes in Li-O2 batteries are lighter than the intercalation ma-
terial based cathodes of Li-ion batteries, and thus the Li-O2 system has a
significantly higher specific energy. The Li-O2 design offers a practically
achievable specific energy of approximately 1.0 kWh/kg [28], which is
comparable to the specific energy of gasoline, approximately 1.7 kWh/kg
[29].
It is important to realize that Li-O2 batteries need an accompanying
air handling system to separate the O2 from atmospheric components,
such as CO2, dust, and water, which are detrimental to battery oper-
ation. While such systems exist for industrial applications, the specific
challenge in electrical vehicle context is the need for an efficient and
2
Figure 1.1.: The Li-O2 Battery. (a) The main discharge product,
Li2O2, building up as micron sized toroids. (b) The galvanostatic charge-
discharge plot for the Li-O2 chemistry showing various losses during cy-
cling. (c) Two major electrochemical routes for the discharge processes:
the surface process and the solution process.
lightweight air handling system that delivers pure O2 at sufficient rates.
Lithium is the economically limiting raw material for the Li-O2 battery
system. Elemental lithium is relatively abundant on earth, occurring
in many mineral compounds, with a global distribution estimated to be
around 28-39 million tons, but only 10-13 million tons are considered
to be economically extractable [30]. Currently, the world lithium pro-
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duction is around 36 thousand tons/year, and is expected to increase
significantly in the coming years. The costs of the lithium metal as
anode material is not expected to form a significant part of the total
battery costs [31].
The Li-O2 battery is still in the phase of early laboratory development.
However, to realize practicable Li-O2 batteries, certain materials issues
must be solved to allow for sufficiently high discharge capacities and ade-
quate rechargeability at practical current densities. These issues include
degradation of the electrolyte, stability of the cathode, and formation of
dendrites at the anode.
The low rechargeability of Li-O2 cells is characterized by rapidly in-
creasing overpotentials, which reduce the battery’s voltaic efficiency, and
simultaneous capacity fading, which limits the number of discharge-
charge cycles due to the reduction in the active cathode surface area.
These effects have been widely attributed to the passivization of the elec-
trodes by electrolyte decomposition and carbonate formation, especially
in non-activated carbon based cathodes [32, 33, 1, 34, 35, 36]. The max-
imum capacity of Li-O2 cells is strongly dependent on the discharge rate
or current. At more practical rates, the dominant reaction during dis-
charge is the formation of crystalline Li2O2, which is an insulator. This
self-passivizing behavior shuts off the charge transport to the cathode
surface, leading to the aforementioned “sudden death” [37, 38, 39, 40].
The problem is further compounded by pore blockage due to the build-
up of insoluble discharge products, which limit O2 mass transport at
the cathode, further limiting the battery capacity. Perhaps the tough-
est of all challenges for Li-O2 batteries to overcome is their poor rate
capability, which is marked by a decrease in the maximum capacity and
discharge potential, when the current is increased. This implies a very
demanding trade-off between energy and power, making it difficult to
take advantage of the high specific energy of this battery.
While the role of catalytic properties and the surface area of elec-
trode materials on the kinetics of the electrochemical reactions cannot
be emphasized enough, it has been proven conclusively that the choice
of electrolytes not only determines solubility and diffusivity of the O2
gas, but it also decides the mechanism and reversibility of the electrode
reactions [41]. A very crucial and missing part of the Li-O2 puzzle is
the electrolyte. At the least, it is necessary that solvents, salts and ad-
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ditives comprising the electrolytes are stable within the electrochemical
window of the battery and that they provide solubility to ensure suffi-
cient ionic conductivity and species diffusivity without affecting safety
and performance.
In the context of advanced BLI concepts, this doctoral work strives to:
(i) elucidate the scientific principles which govern the behavior of elec-
trolytes in nonaqueous Li-O2 batteries and (ii) build a computational
framework for modeling and predicting such behavior. The verification
and benchmarking of the principles proposed in this work and computa-
tion of the relevant properties and descriptors, which are central to these
principles, will serve to accelerate electrolyte design and discovery. Al-
though, the example of the Li-O2 battery is employed here to illustrate
the findings, this development will extend to other novel high specific
energy battery chemistries, such as Li-S, Na-O2, Mg-O2, etc.
In the first part of this thesis, we make a case for defining the number
of electrons transferred during the O2 evolution reaction as the metric
of rechargeability and develop a comprehensive thermodynamic model
for alignment of the electronic energy levels which are crucial to solvent
oxidation. We demonstrate that the highest occupied molecular orbital
(HOMO) level of the solvent is a good descriptor for their oxidative sta-
bility and it correlates well with the experimentally measured degree of
rechargeability. Using high fidelity GW calculations, we validate this
hypothesis by demonstrating that the effect of renormalization on elec-
tronic energy levels of the solvent and the 11¯00 termination of Li2O2
under charging conditions does not affect this first order assumption.
In the second part of this thesis, we show that a solvent’s propensity to
resist H-abstraction is determined by its acid dissociation constant, pKa,
in its own environment by means of a detailed thermodynamic model.
Upon surveying hundreds of solvents for their pKa values in different
media, we find linear correlations between the pKa values across various
classes of solvents in any two given media. Utilizing these correlations,
we choose DMSO as the common standard to compare the relative sta-
bility trends. We construct a stability plot based on the solvent’s HOMO
level and its pKa in DMSO, which reveals that most solvents obey a cor-
relation where solvents with lower HOMO levels tend to have lower pKa
values in DMSO.
In the third part of this thesis, we focus on the challenges in identifica-
5
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tion of stable solvents that can promote a solution-based discharge mech-
anism. Solution-driven discharge product growth requires dissolution of
the adsorbed intermediate LiO2*, thus leading to generation of solvated
Li+ and O−2 ions. However, O
−
2 is a strong nucleophile and is known
to attack solvents via H+/H-abstraction or substitution. We develop a
thermodynamic model to describe these two effects and demonstrate an
anti-correlation between the solvent’s stability and its ability to enhance
capacity via solution-mediated discharge product growth. Based on the
analysis of the most commonly used solvents in this framework, we de-
scribe why solvents that can promote higher discharge capacity are also
prone to degradation.
In the fourth and final part of the thesis, we analyze the role of the
salt anion in the electrolyte solution. Building on recent experiments,
we demonstrate using a thermodynamic Ising model that the improve-
ment in battery capacities upon using high donor anions can be ex-
plained on the basis of enhanced Li+ ion stability in solution, which
induces solubility of the intermediate, thus leading to toroidal Li2O2
formation. Further, we supplement our analysis with rigorous classical
molecular dynamics simulations to provide a general description of solva-
tion of Li+ ions and the role of both solvent and salt anion in ion-pairing.
We define a novel metric for quantifying ion-pairing formation and also
demonstrate the usefulness of the simple Ising model developed earlier,
which is validated from the predictions of classical molecular dynamics
simulations.
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2. Electrochemical Stability of Nonaqueous
Solvents
Many galvanostatic studies of nonaqueous Li-O2 cells have focused on
electrolyte decomposition, one of the most detrimental processes dur-
ing a Li-O2 battery operation, even for the relatively stable ether-based
solvents [32, 33, 1, 34, 35, 36]. Early experimental investigations by
Laoire et al. [42, 7] focused on the influence of aprotic solvents and salts
on the O2 reduction reaction. Using Pearson’s Hard Soft Acid Base
(HSAB) theory, they proposed that solvents with a higher Gutmann
Donor number (DN), which indicates their electron donating tendency
in their capacity as a Lewis base, lower the Lewis acidity of the Li+
cation, thus stabilizing its complex with the O−2 anion, a weak Lewis
base.
Theoretical calculations for a large number of different classes of sol-
vents using higher order quantum chemical methods in an implicit Poisson-
Boltzmann continuum solvation model have been performed by Bryant-
sev et al. in a series of recent investigations [43, 18, 16, 17, 44]. Based on
these investigations, it was proposed that solvents with pKa ≥ 35 were
relatively stable against degradation by H-abstraction. It was proposed
that a value of ∆Gact ≥ 24 kcal/mol could be chosen as a criterion for
stability against nucleophilic substitution. Using these criteria in com-
bination with cyclic voltammetry, the authors rationalized why certain
classes of solvents like esters, sulfones, phospates and carbonates were
unstable against degradation. Although the explicit formation of Li-O2
discharge products and their interaction with the solvent were not con-
sidered, these investigations paved way for a descriptor-based approach
for identifying stable solvents.
Recently, McCloskey et al. [1, 34, 35, 36] have performed a series of
thorough experiments on nonaqueous Li-O2 batteries using in-situ quan-
titative differential electrochemical mass spectrometry (DEMS) and ex-
situ analysis of discharge products at the cathode using XRD, NMR and
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Raman spectroscopy for a number of relevant solvents. In their studies,
they have defined and made use of very intuitive and powerful measures
of cell performance - number of electrons per O2 transferred during dis-
charge or the O2 reduction reaction (e−/ORR) and during charge or the
O2 evolution reaction (e−/OER) [36]. Ideally, both the formation and
decomposition of Li2O2 should yield 2e− per O2 molecule. However, this
quantity actually deviates from a 2e−/O2 during battery operation, indi-
cating the presence of undesirable parasitic processes. Further, one can
assert that the larger the deviation, the less efficient and rechargeable
the cell is.
During discharge, McCloskey et al. [1] found that for a number of
solvents, such as DME, DMSO, NMP, THF, MeCN, TGE, etc., the
e−/ORR mostly remains confined to a 2e−/O2 limit within a nomi-
nal error limit (≤5 %) with a similar discharge overpotential. One must
carefully note, however, that a nearly 2e−/O2 discharge behavior does
not guarantee that all the electrons are involved in the formation of
stoichiometric Li2O2. This was shown in a subsequent study using a
novel titration protocol [36], that even in the most stable system (1 M
LiTFSI/DME), only 91 % of the expected Li2O2 yield was obtained.
The loss in Li2O2 yield has been attributed to Li2O2 induced decompo-
sition of the electrolyte solvent and also the electrolyte salt, based on
the observation of LiF using NMR measurements. Carbonate formation
due to oxidation of the carbon cathode was found to be small compared
to the aforementioned degradation mechanisms during discharge.
Recent experimental investigations by Luntz et al. [39], have explicitly
shown the independence of the charging overpotentials with respect to
the extent of discharge. The potential independence indicates that the
degradation process during discharge is not electrochemical in nature.
However, the chemical stability of solvent during discharge is indispens-
able to achieving high Li2O2 yield [36].
During charge, however, the same set of solvents deviate from an ideal
2e−/O2 process in markedly different ways [1]. On a careful look at the
charge curves of each of these solvents, it can be seen that the onset
potentials, i.e. the potentials at which the e−/OER increases above the
ideal 2e−/O2 process, vary from solvent to solvent. Further, it can be
observed that the deviation, which is initially less, increases progressively
along with the rise in the cell potential and fall in O2 evolution during
8
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charging.
In a subsequent study, where McCloskey et al. [36] quantified Li2O2
oxidation as well as O2 evolution simultaneously, it was seen that during
the charge process, the OER rate is less than the oxidation rate of Li2O2,
which implies that a part of Li2O2 is getting oxidized in other parasitic
processes. This lends support to the argument presented earlier that
the parasitic processes to Li2O2 induced electrolyte decomposition and
carbon cathode oxidation leading to formation of interfacial carbonate
layers [35].
2.1. Metric of rechargeability
In this chapter, we aim to identify properties inherent to the solvent
that can act as descriptors of cell performance and rechargeability. On
the basis of the discussions above, we adopt e−/OER as the marker for
the stability of solvent against oxidation. The closer this quantity is
to an ideal 2e−/O2 process, the less is the loss of electrons to parasitic
processes related to solvent oxidation.
First, we show that the chosen metric of solvent stability in this
study, e−/OER, correlates well with the true rechargeability metric,
i.e. ORR/OER. It can be argued that in order to consider the total
cell rechargeability, the electrons per O2 consumed during ORR must
also be taken into account. A parameter for measuring the total re-
cyclability can be defined as (e−/ORR)/(e−/OER). The ideal value of
this new metric of cell recyclability is 1 because both ORR and OER
are 2 electron processes. In Fig. 2.1, we present a correlation between
the (e−/ORR)/(e−/OER) value and our chosen metric of solvent sta-
bility during charging process e−/OER. As can be seen clearly, these
quantities are strongly anti-correlated, indicating that when the stability
during charging is low (i.e., e−/OER is further from 2), the cell recycla-
bility is also low (i.e., (e−/ORR)/(e−/OER) is much lower than 1). This
further strengthens the argument that oxidative stability of solvents is
much more crucial than stability during charging. The (e−/ORR) and
(e−/OER) data from the work of McCloskey et al. [1] have been repro-
duced in Table A.1.
We connect the effect of the Li-O2 discharge products and electrode
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Figure 2.1.: Correlation between the true rechargeability metric
ORR/OER and e−/OER.
potential in a unified way in an effort to understand the origins of low-
ering of the oxidative stability of the solvents in the presence of Li-O2
discharge products. We use this unified treatment to argue that the
HOMO level of the solvent could be a good descriptor for solvent re-
activity and demonstrate a good correlation with the experimentally
measured degree of rechargeability.
2.2. Electronic energy level alignment
To understand the solvent stability in the electrochemical environment
of Li2O2, we first develop a unified framework to treat the electrode
potential at the cathode, ULi vs. the Li/Li+ redox couple, the Fermi
level of the discharged Li-O2 products, F, and the band levels of bulk
Li2O2. A natural choice for such a reference is the Absolute Vacuum
Scale (AVS) [45], which places the Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE)
at ' 4.44 V with respect to electrons at rest (0 V). To connect the
electrode potential scale to the AVS, we note that the Li/Li+ redox
couple is positioned at ' -3.05 V vs. SHE, which will then set it at '
1.4 V on the AVS, as shown in Fig. 2.2.
When the cell is operating at any given electrode potential U, the
free energy of the electrons at the carbon cathode shifts by an amount,
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gap renormalisation before electron transfer.
∆G= -eU. It is to be noted that the electron energy runs in the direction
opposite to that of the electrode potential. Therefore, the Fermi level of
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the electrons at the carbon cathode, C, can now be directly related to
any changes in the electrode potential.
To connect the Fermi level of the Li-O2 discharge products, F, to the
AVS, it is of utmost importance to note that equilibrium at the interface
demands that the Fermi level of carbon cathode, C, is always aligned
with it, i.e., F = C. This occurs due to the fact that the Debye length
of the Li2O2 is much larger than the thickness of practically achievable
discharge films and there is no screening of potential within the Li2O2
film [39].
Any changes in the electrode potential can thus be directly translated
to changes in the Fermi level of the Li-O2 discharge products. Following
the same line of argument, at the cell equilibrium potential of Uo '
2.96 V, the corresponding Fermi level at the cathode, F(Uo), is Uo
below ULi/Li+ . During discharge at potential Udis, the free energy of the
electron on the Fermi level scale shifts up relative to F(Uo) by eηdis =
e(Uo-Udis). In a similar way during charge, the electron is stabilized by
eηchg = e(Uchg-Uo), as shown in Fig. 2.2.
Having referenced both ULi and F to the AVS, one can now place the
band energy levels of Li2O2 on the AVS. Li2O2 is generally understood
to be a wide−band gap insulator. While an experimentally measured
value of the Li2O2 band gap is not yet available, there have been several
computational investigations at different levels of theory and accuracy,
which have predicted the difference between its valence band maximum
(VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) energy levels to be in the
range 4.2-6.8 eV [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. Although the precise locations
of the VBM and CBM are not known on the AVS, it has been argued on
the basis of bulk electrolysis Li-O2 discharge experiments that the VBM
resides at δ ' 0.4 eV below the Fermi level at Uo [40]. As illustrated
in Fig. 2.2, the VBM of Li2O2 can now be pinned below F(Uo), thus
completing the picture of the relative locations of all the relevant energy
levels on the same reference.
The characteristic molecular energy levels for solvents in the bulk are
their highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) levels. We stipulate that the locations of these
levels are crucial to solvent stability, both during discharge and charge.
For example, during charging at any potential U, there is a population
of hole and defect states on the Li2O2 surface distributed over a range of
12
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energy levels both above and below the corresponding Fermi level F(U).
The presence of such states naturally implies more instances when charge
transfer can occur. Although, the solvent HOMO levels can be expected
to be significantly deeper that the surface Fermi level, the availability
of an electron residing at the HOMO of the solvent molecule makes it
susceptible to oxidation via a charge transfer to a hole or defect state
of an appropriate energy level. The calculation of all possible surface
states is extremely difficult. Nevertheless, one can assert that the lower
the HOMO level, the lesser is the tendency to give away electrons to
the Li2O2 surface states. On this basis, we propose that the tendency
of such a transfer is directly correlated with the location of the solvent
HOMO level. This hypothesis is in agreement with the fact that solvent
degradation is accelerated at higher potentials, which basically implies
that the hole and defect states are now distributed around an even lower
surface Fermi level.
One must note, however, that a solvent’s HOMO-LUMO gap shrinks
when the molecule moves closer to the reaction surface, as was explained
by Garcia-Lastra et al. [52]. Classically, the effect can be understood in
a way analogous to the creation of an image charge on a substrate due
to its dynamic polarization. This leads to a renormalization of both the
HOMO and LUMO levels of the solvent molecule upon physisorption,
thus shrinking its electrochemical stability window. Their results indi-
cate a simultaneous rising of HOMO level and lowering of LUMO level
of a solvent molecule and this is more pronounced when the surface is
metallic in nature. Even though Li2O2 is generally understood to be a
wide band gap insulator, its surface, especially in its non-stoichiometric
condition, has been shown to be metallic in nature [53]. Therefore, the
effect of renormalization cannot be completely ignored, as has been illus-
trated in Fig. 2.2. However, to a first approximation, we expect that the
quantitative trends in HOMO-LUMO gap renormalization for various
solvents over the same surface will be similar. We explore this effect in
greater detail later in this chapter by making use of high fidelity Green’s
functions calculations.
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2.3. Descriptors for oxidative stability
A good descriptor for performance characteristics, such as catalytic ac-
tivity, or in this case solvent stability, is one which can be computed
easily and requires minimal user intervention to calculate. In that sense,
the HOMO level for aprotic solvents in Li-O2 batteries can be considered
a good descriptor, because it can be easily computed for a large number
of solvents which satisfy other requirements from an application point
of view. When choosing a descriptor, it is also important to rule out
any significant inconsistencies, which in the present case may arise from
the first principles method being used for calculation. In Fig. 2.3, we
demonstrate the insensitivity to the choice of the level of theory used for
calculating HOMO values. The calculated HOMO values in vacuum for
these different solvents were all chosen at the MP2=Full 6-31G* level
from the NIST database [9] to ensure consistency.
In Fig. 2.4a, we plot our chosen marker of cell performance, i.e.,
e−/OER borrowed from the work of McCloskey et al. [1] against the
calculated values of HOMO levels for different solvents (DME, THF,
DMSO, MeCN). As can be clearly seen, solvents with lower HOMO lev-
els fare much better in terms of electrons consumed for O2 evolution.
Therefore, we propose that the HOMO levels of solvents can be used an
effective descriptor, to a first approximation, in search for better solvents
for Li-O2 systems.
Another equally intuitive descriptor is the Gutmann DN, as suggested
in the work of Laoire et al. [7]. The Gutmann DN is defined as the
negative enthalpy value for the 1:1 adduct formation between a Lewis
base, which is the solvent in this case, and the standard Lewis acid anti-
mony pentachloride (SbCl5) in a dilute solution in the non-coordinating
solvent 1,2-dichloroethane (C2H4Cl2), which has a 0 DN. The higher is
the DN, the higher is the solvation energy. From the point of view of
electrocatalysis, these numbers are quite relevant because they essen-
tially determine the solvent’s ability to solvate cations and adsorbates,
thus having a profound influence on the reaction thermodynamics [54].
For the case of Li-O2 batteries, the utility of these numbers has been
previously demonstrated by Laoire et al. [55] in the context of the
reversibility of the O2 ⇀↽ O−2 ⇀↽ O
2−
2 redox couples. Invoking Pearson’s
HSAB theory, they pointed out that the DN can help in predicting the
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Figure 2.3.: (a) Correlation between HOMO Level values computed at
MP2=Full 6-31G* and CID Full 6-31G*. (b)Correlation between HOMO
Level values computed at MP2=Full 6-31G* and QCISD Full 6-31G*.
(c) Correlation between HOMO Level values computed at MP2=Full
6-31G* and CCD Full 6-31G*.
stability of reaction intermediates. In principle, hole states and defect
states on the LiO2 surface can be considered to be cationic in the sense
that, they are electron deficient and go down in the Fermi level upon
occupation by electrons. A solvent with a higher DN can be expected
15
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to interact stronger with these electrons accepting states by means of
electron transfer. Therefore, solvents with high DN can be predicted to
be unstable against oxidation during the charging process.
In Fig. 2.4b, we plot the Gutmann DNs for a set of solvents against
their e−/OER values from the work of McCloskey et al. [1], within an
error limit wherever available. The DNs were borrowed from various lit-
erature sources [7, 10, 11] and have been tabulated in Table A.1. As can
be seen, there exists an expected and similar anti-correlation between
the DNs and solvent stability. Despite being a well-defined measure of
solvation, application of DNs is beset by variations in the value for a
given solvent, as we have observed in existing literature. The amount
of solvation is an inexact quantity and its measurement and calibration
is a function of the experimental technique [55]. Additionally, the pres-
ence of indeterminable artifacts of of chemical interaction between the
solvent, the adduct and the electrolyte and a complex layered solvation
structure hinder the true determination of the solvent’s electron donat-
ing tendency. Moreover, DNs cannot be determined as simply as HOMO
levels for a large number of solvents, because the experimental process is
time consuming and tedious. Therefore, we argue that the HOMO level
is a more suitable choice for a descriptor-based screening study.
Other descriptors, such as the acid dissociation constant, pKa, and
the Gibbs activation energy for the nucleophilic substitution reaction,
∆Gact, have been proposed as key factors which may help determine the
stability in the work of Bryantsev et al. [43, 18, 16, 17, 44]. Correlations
between pKa and e−/OER, and ∆Gact and e−/OER have been shown in
Fig. 2.5a and Fig. 2.5b respectively. As can be clearly seen in Fig. 2.5a,
there is no clear correlation between the pKa values and the chosen
metric of solvent stability e−/OER. The pKa values (in DMSO) for the
solvents MeCN, DME, NMP have been taken from Bryantsev et al. [43,
18, 16, 17, 44] and the pKa for DMSO (in DMSO) has been chosen
from Ref [6]. The correlation between ∆Gact and e−/OER for solvents
is quite the opposite, as seen in Fig. 2.5b. If the activation energy for
nucleophilic substitution is higher, then one can naturally expect higher
stability. However, as can be seen with increasing activation energy,
the solvent is seen to be more prone to degradation. Thus, we do not
believe this is an effective descriptor. The ∆Gact values were taken from
Bryantsev et al. [17, 44].
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2.4. Effect of HOMO-LUMO renormalization
In order to examine whether the gas phase HOMO level of solvent
molecules can still be used as an effective descriptor despite not account-
ing for the renormalization, we test our proposal using high fidelity first
principles calculations. It is well known that the positions of HOMO-
LUMO levels cannot be accurately described by semilocal density func-
tionals [52, 56]. While isolated molecules can still be described by making
use of hybrid functionals, they are inept at capturing correlation effects
due to image charge interactions between the discharge surface and the
solvent molecules
Garcia-Lastra et al. [52, 56] and others [57] have demonstrated an
accurate estimation of the frontier orbitals using quasi-particle methods
based on many-body perturbation theory by determining the renormal-
ization of HOMO-LUMO levels of a benzene molecule physisorbed on
several metallic and semiconducting surfaces. In the present case, we
make use of the quasi-particle techniques based on the GW formalism,
the details of which can be found in several seminal works by Hedin et
al. [58, 59] and others [60, 61]. We choose the same set of solvents
analyzed previously - MeCN, DME, THF and DMSO - to quantify the
impact of interfacial interactions on the degree of renormalization of the
HOMO-LUMO levels. These solvents span over a wide range of geome-
tries (both cyclic and linear chain), dipole moments, as well as electron
donating tendencies.
It is known from several previous theoretical calculations on the var-
ious terminations of the Li2O2, that the 11¯00 termination is the most
stable one under charging conditions and the 0001 termination is the
most stable under discharging conditions [62, 53, 63]. In the present
case, we keep our discussion to calculations of the 11¯00 terminations,
because it is of relevance for estimating oxidative stability under charg-
ing conditions.
The first-principles calculations were performed using the Vienna ab
initio Simulation Package (VASP) [64, 65] and the core-valance electron
interactions were treated using the projector augmented wave (PAW)
formalism [66, 67]. The valence electrons considered for each kind of
atom were - H (1s1), Li (1s22s1), C (2s22p2), N (2s22p3), O (2s22p4) and
S (3s23p4). The 11¯00 termination of the Li2O2 cathode surface stable
18
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under charging conditions was approximated with a slab of 3 stoichio-
metric Li2O2 layers, as shown in Fig. 2.6. The slab contained a total
of 24 Li and 24 O atoms, where the atoms in the bottom-most layer
remained fixed to their bulk positions. The total slab height was set at
z = 25 Å, which afforded a vacuum gap of 17 Å, with a lateral area of
6.36 Å× 7.70 Å.
Figure 2.6.: The 11¯00 surface termination of Li2O2
The most stable relaxed configurations for the considered solvents in
their isolated as well as adsorbed states on electrode surfaces were cal-
culated using the semilocal PBE functionals [68, 69] while taking into
account van der Waals corrections (DFT-D3 in VASP) [70, 71]. The
geometry optimizations were performed with an energy cut-off of 520
eV on a planewave basis by identifying the most stable configuration of
each of the solvent molecules after orientating it in all possible vertical
and horizontal directions on the surface. All other atoms were allowed
to relax until the total free energy was converged to less than 10−6 eV.
We emphasize that in order to explicitly account for effects of only
renormalization due to surface charge, we calculated the gas phase molecules
in the exact same cell on a 7 × 6 × 1 k-point grid, yielding 16 points in
the Irreducible Brillouin Zone. This is in contrast to the existing studies
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in the literature, which calculate the isolated gas phase molecules on a 1
× 1 × 1 k-point grid without accounting for periodicity [52, 56, 72]. The
reason behind choosing such a procedure was that the periodic interac-
tions between solvent molecules in their physisorbed states also influence
their electronic energy levels, thus making it impossible to separate the
effects only due to surface interactions. Hence, by enforcing periodic-
ity on solvent interactions in their isolated phases, we can eliminate the
effects due to interaction between periodic solvent molecules from total
renormalization. The converged configurations for each of the solvents
physisorbed on top of the 11¯00 termination of the Li2O2 cathode surface
are shown in Fig. 2.7.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.7.: Converged geometries of physisorbed solvent molecules on
top of the 11¯00 termination of the Li2O2 cathode surface for (a) MeCN,
(b) DME, (c) THF and (d) DMSO.
The positions of the solvent HOMO and LUMO levels were evalu-
ated using the many-electron partially self-consistent ScGW0 algorithm
in VASP including off-diagonal components of the selfenergy, in which
a full update of the quasi-particle energies and one electron orbitals is
performed in the calculation of G only [60, 61]. The exactly diagonal-
ized wavefunctions resulting from the generalized gradient approxima-
tion (GGA) calculations with PBE functionals were used as inputs for
applying the quasi-particle corrections. Although expensive, this method
yields much more reliable estimates for band structures and location of
band edges without gap overestimation in highly correlated materials,
such as Li2O2, which are usually very poorly described by conventional
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semilocal and hybrid functionals.
We performed several convergence tests for the ScGW0 calculations
at the end of which 250 empty bands, 96 frequency points and an energy
cut-off of 150 eV were deemed to be sufficient for estimation of the elec-
tronic band structures and edges. In Fig. 2.8, we plot the total density
of states for the bare 11¯00 termination of the Li2O2 cathode surface.
As can be seen, the 11¯00 termination is insulating with a band gap of
2.82 eV. Unlike the 0001 termination, which is known to be metallic [53],
the 11¯00 termination is found to have no asymmetry in the spin-up and
spin-down electron channels.
Figure 2.8.: The total density of states for the bare 11¯00 termination
of the Li2O2 cathode surface.
Next, we performed the same set of calculations to examine the renor-
malization of HOMO-LUMO levels of the solvent molecules as well as the
valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM)
of 11¯00 termination of the slab. In Table 2.1, we tabulate the HOMO-
LUMO gap of the isolated, non-renormalized solvent molecules and the
renormalized energy levels for both the surface slab (Renrm. VBM and
Renrm. CBM) and the solvent molecules (Renrm. HOMO and Renrm.
LUMO), which were obtained from the analysis of the site projected
partial density of states, as seen in Fig. 2.9. The predicted energy lev-
els and band edges for isolated molecules were found to be in excellent
agreement with those from the work of Siegel et al. [72].
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Table 2.1.: Calculated values for HOMO-LUMO gap of the isolated,
non-renormalized solvent molecules and the renormalized energy levels
for both the surface slab (Renrm. VBM and Renrm. CBM) and the
solvent molecule (Renrm. HOMO and Renrm. LUMO).
Solvent
on
11¯00
Isolated
HOMO-
LUMO
Gap
(eV)
Renrm.
HOMO
(eV)
Renrm.
VBM
(eV)
Renrm.
CBM
(eV)
Renrm.
LUMO
(eV)
Renrm.
HOMO-
LUMO
Gap
(eV)
VBM
-
Renrm.
HOMO
(eV)
MeCN 10.99 -8.15 -1.55 1.15 2.05 10.20 6.60
THF 8.04 -5.03 -1.52 1.54 2.14 7.17 3.51
DME 8.22 -5.06 -1.31 1.45 2.20 7.26 3.75
DMSO 7.56 -4.55 -1.46 1.45 2.02 6.57 3.09
The calculations performed here indicate not only a renormalization of
the HOMO-LUMO molecules, but also a corresponding renormalization
of the VBM-CBM of the slab surface. The interfacial interactions which
alter these energy levels are highly dependent on the nature of the surface
as well as the electronic structure of the solvent molecules. It can be
observed that the HOMO-LUMO gap shrinking of all solvent molecules
is similar, with DMSO showing the maximum shrinking (0.99 eV) and
MeCN showing the minimum shrinking (0.79 eV). Considering the fact
that the 11¯00 termination is insulating with a gap of 2.82 eV, it is not
surprising at all that the HOMO-LUMO gap shrinking across all solvent
molecules is of a similar order of magnitude. As shown and explained in
the work of Garcia-Lastra et al. [52, 56], the renormalization effects get
much stronger as the surface gets more metallic.
Based on the thermodynamic model of electron energy alignment de-
veloped earlier, as shown in Fig. 2.2, and the observation that the VBM
of the slab surface also undergoes renormalization, we surmise that the
probability of an electron transfer from the solvent to hole states at the
VBM on the slab will depend not on the absolute values of renormalized
HOMO level values of solvent molecules, but the difference in the energy
levels between the renormalized HOMO level and VBM. To test this hy-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.9.: Site projected partial density of states of physisorbed sol-
vent molecules (red) on top of the 11¯00 termination and the remaining
slab (blue) for (a) MeCN, (b) DME, (c) THF and (d) DMSO.
pothesis, we plot our chosen marker of cell performance, i.e., e−/OER
borrowed from the work of McCloskey et al. [1] against the calculated
values of the difference between the renormalized HOMO level and VBM
energy levels for the four solvents in Fig. 2.10.
As can be clearly seen, the difference between the renormalized HOMO
level of solvent and VBM energy levels of the 11¯00 terminated slab shows
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Figure 2.10.: Correlation between the calculated difference between the
renormalized HOMO level of solvent and VBM energy levels of the 11¯00
terminated slab and electrons released during OER (e−/O2), taken from
the work of McCloskey et al. [1].
a clear correlation with the rechargeability metric, signaling a greater
tendency for electrochemical decomposition of solvents for which this
difference is smaller. The analysis performed here suggests that the
overall effect of renormalization on the 11¯00 termination is not strong
enough to bring about any significant change in the solvent stability
ordering.
By quantifying the importance of solvent-electrode interactions, our
calculations not only provide a more refined picture of oxidative stabil-
ity of solvents but also establish the previously proposed hypothesis of
isolated gas phase HOMO level being a useful descriptor. Additionally,
this new method of analysis of the difference between the renormalized
HOMO level and VBM energy levels instead of the absolute renormalized
HOMO levels of the solvent molecule is not only thermodyncamically
more robust compared to previously employed methods [52, 56, 72], but
also more efficient, as one needs not to align the energy levels of all sys-
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tems to a computed vacuum for the purpose of subsequent comparison.
It must be noted that very high accuracy parameters and convergence
checks were used for computing the renormalized energy levels and such
a procedure is computationally very intensive, and is therefore not rec-
ommended for a first order screening of several thousands of molecules.
The absence of solvent-salt interactions as well as the consideration of
other surfaces of Li2O2 can turn out to be of significance, and this will
be the subject of our endeavors in the near future.
2.5. Solvent screening
To demonstrate the usefulness of the HOMO level as a descriptor, we sur-
veyed hundreds of solvents for relevant physical properties, as tabulated
in Table A.2. Practically applicable solvents must also satisfy criteria,
such as low melting point (MP), high boiling point (BP), high dielectric
constant and conductivity, low viscosity and toxicity, and in the case of
Li-O2 batteries - also high O2 solubility [73]. Though it is quite difficult
to find a single solvent meeting all requirements, the richness or organic
chemistry can ensure that such a problem can be overcome with blends
of solvents, as has been successfully seen in Li-ion batteries. Keeping
these factors in mind, we restrict our discussion to finding HOMO val-
ues for acceptable stability with the solvent’s liquid state being the only
constraint.
As can be seen in Fig. 2.11, we plot the solvent’s HOMO level and
the liquid phase temperature window for these solvents. Phase change
data used here have been borrowed from the NIST database [12, 13].
Only solvents with HOMO level value ≤ -11.444 eV (DME) have been
considered as a choice. The HOMO level values were all borrowed from
NIST’s CCCBDB database [9] and have been computed at the same level
of theory, i.e., MP2=FULL 6-31G*. Setting DME[26] with a HOMO
level value = -11.444 eV as the benchmark for acceptable solvent sta-
bility, only those solvents were considered whose HOMO level values
were less than this value. It can be seen that there are quite a few
solvents which have never been known to be used in Li-O2 systems,
but may turn out to be quite stable and exist in the liquid state in
the temperature range 0-75◦C. Esters (γ-Butyrolactone[13], Ethyl Ac-
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etate[14], Methyl Pivalate[16]) could possibly be good candidates ow-
ing to the presence of a stable (-COO-) group. Likewise, nitrile based
solvents (Acetonitrile[32], Propionitrile[34], Pentanenitrile[35]) are seem-
ingly excellent candidates, probably due to the presence of highly elec-
tronegative (-CN) group. Several acids and alcohols (Propanoic Acid[12],
Hexanoic Acid[15], 1-Butanol[21], 2-Methyl-1-Propanol[23], 3-Methyl-1-
Butanol[24], 1-Pentanol[25], 1,3-Butanediol[27], Cyclopentanol[29], Ethy-
lene Glycol[30], Propylene Glycol[31]) have comparably good HOMO
level values and also a wide liquid state temperature window. How-
ever, the presence of (-OH) group makes them H+ donors. Although
such solvents might fare well during charging, they may be at risk of
H-abstraction during discharge.
Besides these, there are several solvents with acceptable HOMO level
values, but which do not completely satisfy the liquid state criterion.
Helpful trends can be seen to emerge from the collected data which can
contribute to our understanding of what could make a good blend of sol-
vents. For instance, chloroflouromethanes (1-9) and silanes ([36], [37])
have favorably low HOMO level values, however, most of them do not
exist in liquid phase in the temperature range 0-75 oC. The few that
do are highly toxic and entail environmental hazards. The observation
that flourination and chlorination lowers the HOMO levels of common
organic solvents, however, can be applied for improving solvent stability.
This lowering of the solvent HOMO level can be explained as a result of
the addition of -F and -Cl, which are highly electronegative. Not sur-
prisingly, flourination of β-carbon positions in ethers has been proposed
as a way to increase solvent stability in the recent work of Bryantsev et
al. [16].
While this work is an important first stride in the direction of under-
standing the solvent stability during charging in Li-O2 battery systems,
there are several other criteria that need to be satisfied. Stability against
oxidation is only one side of the entire picture of solvent stability. The
propensity of solvents to withstand H-abstraction during discharge needs
to be investigated thoroughly to eventually realize a Li-O2 battery. Fur-
ther, the effect of added salts in the electrolyte could play a crucial role
in affecting solvent stability.
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In the previous chapter, based on a systematic treatment of the electro-
chemical environment of Li2O2, we proposed that, to a first approxima-
tion, the HOMO level of the solvent molecule in vacuum could serve as
a descriptor for oxidative stability. Using this descriptor, we screened
a large number of solvents for their desirable stability characteristics
during oxidation.
During discharge in nonaqueous Li-O2 batteries, several nonaqueous
solvents, such as DME, DMSO, NMP, THF, MeCN, etc., yield a 2e− per
O2 value within the nominal experimental error (Table A.1). However,
this only guarantees that the overall reduction process yields 2e− per O2,
and does not guarantee that all of the electrons lead to the desirable dis-
charge product, Li2O2. Based on a newly developed iodometric titration
protocol, McCloskey et al. [36] showed that even in the “most stable”
solvent, DME, the maximum yield of Li2O2 is only 91% of the expected,
owing to parasitic processes that result in formation of hydrogenated
byproducts, such as LiHCO2 [36].
In this chapter, building on our earlier analysis, we formulate a more
complete picture of solvent stability during both discharge and charge.
We demonstrate that the solvent’s propensity to resist H-abstraction in-
duced due to adsorption at the Li2O2/carbon interface during discharge
is determined by its acid dissociation constant, pKa, in its own environ-
ment. We construct a stability plot of the solvent’s HOMO level and its
pKa in DMSO and the stable solvents must possess low HOMO levels
and high pKa. However, it is observed that most solvents show a corre-
lated behavior between its HOMO level and pKa. Solvents with lower
HOMO levels also possess lower pKa, thus implying that the desired
stable solvents would have to be outliers to this correlation. This analy-
sis forms the quantitative version of the fundamental trade-off between
oxidative stability and H-abstraction suggested earlier [1].
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3.1. Thermodynamic model of H-abstraction
The formation of Li-H-byproducts can take place at the Li2O2/carbon
interface, where interactions between Li, H and carbon cathode are pos-
sible. The source of H atoms that take part in these parasitic reactions
in the nonaqueous Li-O2 battery is the electrolyte which consists of the
lithium salt and the nonaqueous solvent. Nonaqueous solvents are known
to behave akin to non-polar or weakly polar acids of the form HA, which
undergo an acid dissociation process resulting in H+ and the conjugate
base A−, as given in Eq. (3.1).
HA ⇀↽ H+ +A− (3.1)
H-abstraction from nonaqueous solvents can be induced due to nu-
cleophilic attack by the O−2 anion and also due to adsorption at the
Li2O2/carbon surface. H-abstraction due to nucleophilic attack has been
explored in great detail previously by Bryantsev et al. [44, 16, 17, 18],
where they showed that such a process of solvent degradation was di-
rectly related to the solvent’s pKa. It is worth highlighting that the
generation of O−2 nucleophile could lead to other parasitic processes, for
example, the formation of sulfone form DMSO. In this work, we focus on
solvent stability against adsorption induced H-abstraction. The adsorp-
tion of H+ can be described by Eq. (3.2), where *Li2O2 is the adsorption
site on the Li2O2 surface, H+(HA) is the HA solvated H+ and H∗Li2O2 is
the H+ adsorbed on the Li2O2 surface. The analysis presented here will
be analogous in case the H+ gets adsorbed on any other surface site. The
H-abstraction mechanism can be described as competition between the
dissociation and the adsorption processes, as illustrated schematically in
Fig. 3.1.
∗Li2O2 +e− +H+(HA) ⇀↽ H∗Li2O2 (3.2)
To examine the propensity of H-abstraction via adsorption, we con-
sider the Gibbs free energy of the electrochemical reaction (3.2), ∆G(3.2),
as shown in Eq. (3.3), where ∆GH∗Li2O2 is the free energy of the adsorbed
H+ at the Li2O2 interface, ∆GH+(HA) is the free energy of the H+ sol-
vated by HA and ∆Ge−(Udis) is the free energy of the electron at the
cathode at a given discharge potential Udis (vs Li+/Li in HA).
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic showing H-abstraction induced due to H ad-
sorption by the Li2O2-Carbon Cathode surface. The molecules in green
are the nonaqueous solvent molecules, S, which are also seen as a weak
acid, HA, in equilibrium with its conjugate base, A−, and H+. Also
shown in purple are the salt anions, X−.
∆G(3.2) = ∆GH∗Li2O2 −∆GH+(HA) −∆Ge−(Udis) (3.3)
Computationally, the free energy of the H+ and electrons in their
standard states can be related to the free energy of H2 gas at equilibrium
conditions in a Standard Hydrogen Electrode (SHE) [74]. As given in
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Eq. (3.4), ∆GoH2 is the free energy of H2 gas at p = 1 atm and T =
298.15 K, ∆GoH+(aq) is the free energy of H
+ at concentration [H+] =
1 M in water and ∆Goe− is the free energy of electrons at the electrode
potential USHE = 0.
1
2
∆GoH2 = ∆G
o
H+(aq) + ∆G
o
e− (3.4)
In order to use these standard free energies of H+ and electrons in
Eq. (3.3), thermodynamic corrections due to activity of H+ in the elec-
trolyte, kT ln(aH+(HA)), change in the solvation environment of H+ from
[H+] = 1 M in water to [H+] = 1 M in HA, ∆Gaq→HAH+ , and the shift
in the free energy of electrons due to the electrode potential, ∆Ge−(U),
need to be included. Upon including these corrections, the free energy
of H+ and electrons in Eq. (3.3) can be represented as given in Eq.(3.5).
∆GH+(HA) + ∆Ge−(Udis) =∆G
o
H+(aq) + ∆G
aq→HA
H+
+ kT ln(aH+(HA)) + ∆G
o
e− + ∆Ge−(U)
(3.5)
The free energy of the electron shifts by an amount ∆Ge−(U) = −eUSHEdis ,
where USHEdis , is the electrode potential with respect to SHE during dis-
charge. USHEdis can be expressed as U
SHE
dis = Udis + U
SHE
Li+(HA)/Li, where
USHELi+(HA)/Li is the equilibrium potential of the Li
+/Li electrode in dif-
ferent solvents with respect to SHE, where now Udis is measured with
respect to Li+/Li. It is well known that the half-wave potentials of the
Li+/Li vary across different nonaqueous solvents [75, 14, 76, 42, 7]. The
location of the half-wave potential is determined by the solvent’s ability
to solvate Li+ cations, and this has been found to be well correlated with
the DN of the solvent [14, 76].
Table B.1 lists the Li+/Li redox couple half-wave potential measured
with respect to the Bis(biphenyl)chromium(I)/(0) redox couple in vari-
ous nonaqueous solvents [14]. As can be seen in Fig. 3.2a, the shift in
the half-wave potential is closely correlated with the DN of the solvents,
which can be physically explained in terms of the solvation of the Li+
ions. A higher DN indicates a higher amount of energy released when
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acting as a Lewis base and correspondingly, a lower half-wave potential
indicates a higher solvation of the Li+ ions. No such correlation of the
half-wave potential was found for the Gutmann Acceptor number (AN)
(Fig. 3.2b).
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Figure 3.2.: (a) Correlation between the half-wave potentials for
the Li+/Li redox couple in nonaqueous solvents with respect to the
Bis(biphenyl)chromium(I)/(0) couple and the solvent’s DN. (b) Corre-
lation between the half-wave potentials for the Li+/Li redox couple in
nonaqueous solvents with respect to the Bis(biphenyl)chromium(I)/(0)
couple and the solvent’s AN.
In the DN range of 10-30, we observe a linear dependence of the half-
wave potential on the DN, and beyond a DN of 30 we observe a sat-
uration in Li+ solvation. Thus, the value of the equilibrium potential
Li+/Li electrode in a nonaqueous environment with respect to SHE can
be expressed as a function of its DN. This procedure, visualized schemat-
ically for the case of DMSO in Fig. 3.3, can be described in a step by
step manner as:
1. The potential of the Ferrocene/Ferrocenium (Fc) couple (with salt
as [NBu4]+[ClO4]−) vs. Bis(biphenyl)chromium(I)/(0) (Bis) cou-
ple is UBisFc = 1.12 V in DMSO [77].
2. Also, the potential of the Fc couple (with salt as [NBu4]+[ClO4]−)
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vs. Saturated Calomel Electrode (SCE) is USCEFc = 0.45 V in
DMSO [75].
3. And, the potential of SCE vs. SHE is USHESCE = 0.24 V [78].
4. Therefore, the potential of the Fc couple (with salt as [NBu4]+[ClO4]−)
vs. SHE can be calculated as USHEFc = U
SCE
Fc + U
SHE
SCE = 0.69 V
in DMSO.
5. Hence, the Bis(biphenyl)chromium (with salt as [NBu4]+[ClO4]−)
vs. SHE can be calculated as USHEBis = U
SHE
Fc - U
Bis
Fc = - 0.43 V.
6. Finally, the Li+/Li couple can be evaluated vs. SHE as by making
use of its measured values vs. the Bis redox couple from Table B.1
and ignoring the salt as USHELi+(DMSO)/Li = U
Bis
Li+/Li (in DMSO) +
USHEBis = -1.86 - 0.43 = -2.29 V.
In a very similar fashion, the same methodology can be applied to the
case of MeCN as described below:
1. The potential of the Ferrocene/Ferrocenium (Fc) couple (with salt
as [NBu4]+[ClO4]−) vs. Bis(biphenyl)chromium(I)/(0) (Bis) cou-
ple is UBisFc = 1.12 V in MeCN [77].
2. Also, the potential of the Fc couple (with salt as [NBu4]+[ClO4]−)
vs. SCE is USCEFc = 0.38 V in MeCN [75].
3. And, the potential of SCE vs. SHE is USHESCE = 0.24 V [78].
4. Therefore, the potential of the Fc couple (with salt as [NBu4]+[ClO4]−)
vs. SHE can be calculated as USHEFc = U
SCE
Fc + U
SHE
SCE = 0.62 V
in MeCN.
5. Hence, the Bis(biphenyl)chromium (with salt as [NBu4]+[ClO4]−)
vs. SHE can be calculated as USHEBis = U
SHE
Fc - U
Bis
Fc = - 0.5 V.
6. Finally, the Li+/Li couple can be evaluated vs. SHE as by making
use of its measured values vs. the Bis redox couple from Table B.1
and ignoring the salt as USHELi+(MeCN)/Li = U
Bis
Li+/Li (in MeCN) +
USHEBis = -1.20 - 0.50 = -1.70 V.
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Figure 3.3.: Schematic showing the determination of the location of
the Li+/Li redox couple in DMSO with respect to SHE.
As shown in Fig. 3.2a, the half-wave potentials for the Li+/Li re-
dox couple correlate linearly with the solvent’s DNs in the range (10-30
kcal/mol), implying the direct effect of the donating capacity of solvents
on the solvation of Li+ ions. This effect can be utilized to make a first or-
der prediction of the Li+/Li half-wave potentials for solvents whose DNs
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are known but whose Li+/Li half-wave potentials are not known. Using
solvents MeCN and DMSO as limiting cases, we formulate USHELi+(HA)/Li
as:
USHELi+(HA)/Li = U
SHE
Li+(MeCN)/Li+
(DNHA −DNMeCN ) ∗ (USHELi+(DMSO)/Li − USHELi+(MeCN)/Li)
DNDMSO −DNMeCN
(3.6)
Where USHELi+(DMSO)/Li = -2.29 V and U
SHE
Li+(MeCN)/Li = -1.70 V, as de-
rived earlier. From these expressions, we can derive the linear function
for expressing USHELi+(HA)/Li as a function of the solvent’s DN as:
USHELi+(HA)/Li = fhw(DN) = (−0.03757 ∗ (DN)1.17)V (3.7)
Therefore, the shift in the free energy of the electrons can be expressed
as ∆Ge−(U) = −e(Udis + USHELi+(HA)/Li) = −e(Udis + fhw(DN)). Using
the correlation between DNs and the half-wave potentials as observed
in Fig. 3.2b, we use an average value of -2.0 V between MeCN (-1.7
V) and DMSO (-2.3 V) for the location of the Li+/Li redox couple in
nonaqueous solvents HA with respect to SHE.
Similarly, there will be an effect of the change in the solvation en-
vironment of the H+ from aqueous to HA. This will also be directly
proportional to the DN of the solvent [79]. The change in energy of H+
upon a change in solvation environment can be computed by using the
values of its absolute solvation energies in different solvents. To estimate
the net energy change, we write a cycle where an unsolvated H+ in gas
phase, H+(g), is first brought into the aqueous phase as H+(aq), from
where it is brought into a given nonaqueous as H+(HA), and finally back
to the unsolvated gas phase as H+(g), as shown in Fig. 3.4.
As can be seen from the cycle, the net change in energy of the process
will be 0. Therefore, the cycle can be written in terms of the absolute
solvation energy for the H+ in aqueous medium, ∆GaqH+, the absolute
solvation energy for the H+ in a nonaqueous solvent, ∆GHAH+, and the
change in solvation energy of H+ upon a change in environment from
aqueous to a given nonaqueous (HA), ∆Gaq→HAH+ , as:
∆G = ∆GaqH+ + ∆G
aq→HA
H+ −∆GHAH+ = 0 (3.8)
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Figure 3.4.: Schematic showing the thermodynamic energy cycle of H+
solvation.
Implying:
∆Gaq→HAH+ = ∆G
HA
H+ −∆GaqH+ (3.9)
The value for the absolute solvation energy of the H+ in an aqueous
environment is -265.9 kcal/mol [79]. Using the values for the absolute
solvation energy of H+ in different solvents HA, the energy change due
to change in environment can simply be computed for the limiting cases
of MeCN and DMSO as [79]:
1. ∆Gaq→MeCNH+ = ∆G
MeCN
H+ −∆GaqH+ = −260.2−(−265.9) = 5.7kcal/mol =
0.247eV/H+
2. ∆Gaq→DMSOH+ = ∆G
DMSO
H+ −∆GaqH+ = −273.3−(−265.9) = −6.4kcal/mol =
−0.278eV/H+
Thus, we formulate ∆Gaq→HAH+ as:
∆Gaq→HAH+ = ∆G
aq→MeCN
H+ +
(DNHA −DNMeCN ) ∗ (∆Gaq→DMSOH+ −∆Gaq→MeCNH+ )
DNDMSO −DNMeCN
(3.10)
Which is substantiated by the change in free energy of H+ in MeCN
(DN = 14.1 kcal/mol, ∆Gaq→MeCNH+ = 0.247 eV) and DMSO (DN = 29.8
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kcal/mol, ∆Gaq→DMSOH+ = -0.278 eV) as calculated above. From these
expressions, we can derive the linear function for expressing ∆Gaq→HAH+
as a function of the DN as:
USHELi+(HA)/Li = fsol(DN) = (−0.03344 ∗ (DN) + 0.718)eV (3.11)
Finally, using the corrections from Eq.(3.5), the Gibbs free energy
change of H adsorption is given by Eq. (3.12) as:
∆G(3.2) =∆GH∗Li2O2 − kT ln(aH+(HA))
− 1
2
∆GoH2 − fsol(DN)
+ e(Udis + fhw(DN))
(3.12)
To account for the H+ activity in the nonaqueous solvent, we look at
its acid dissociation constant, pKa, which is defined as:
pKa = −log10(Ka) = −log10( [H
+][A−]
[HA]
). (3.13)
Further, assuming [H+] = [A−], the expression for pKa from Eq. (3.13)
can be substituted in Eq. (3.12) to give Eq. (3.14) as:
∆G(3.2) =∆GH∗Li2O2 −
kT
2
(ln([HA])− ln(10)pKa)
− 1
2
∆GoH2 − fsol(DN)
+ e(Udis + fhw(DN))
(3.14)
3.2. Correlation between pKa values in various solvents
For a given acid HA, pKa is usually defined using a standard activity (for
e.g. 1 M) of that acid in another medium, such as DMSO, MeCN, water,
etc. However, as can be observed in Eq. (3.14), the pKa values required
to ascertain the H+ activity using Eq. (3.13) need to be defined with
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the medium being the solvent (acid) itself in the present context. Due
to technical challenges in measuring H+ concentration in nonaqueous
solvents, there is a dearth of such exact data in literature [80]. In order
to overcome this problem, we make arguments based on solvation of H+
in polar and non-polar solvents. Physically, the equilibrium between H+,
A− and HA can be understood as a competition between the degree of
solvation of H+ and A− and the chemical bond energy between H and
A in the solvent molecule.
Arguably, a higher solvation, and thus stabilization, of H+ and A− in a
given environment would result in higher auto-ionization of the acid, re-
sulting in lower pKa values. While the H+ is very well solvated in highly
polar solvents, such as water due to hydrogen bonding, its solvation in
non-polar solvents is not as effective. To explore this solvation effect
in detail, we surveyed hundreds of solvents for their pKa values defined
in various media, such as DCE, DME, THF, DMSO, MeCN and water.
As can be seen in Figs. 3.5a, 3.5b, 3.5c and 3.5d, there exists a linear
correlation between the pKa values across various classes of solvents in
any two given media.
This closely correlated behavior can be explained on the basis of a
similar degree of relative solvation of H+ by all weakly polar or non-polar
solvents, and can be utilized in the present analysis. Further, the slope
of the corresponding lines is often close to 1 with the largest intercept of
the order of ∆pKa ≈ 10. Keeping in mind that a variation of the order
of ∆pKa ≈ 10 would result in an error of 12kT ln(10)∆pKa ≈ 0.25 eV
in our estimations of the Gibbs free energy from Eq. (3.12), we argue
that the required pKa values can all be chosen with respect to one of
the media without losing any qualitative features of the model. In this
study, we use DMSO as the common medium for the pKa values.
3.3. Driving force for H-abstraction
Using averaged values of ln[HA], ∆Gaq→HAH+ and U
SHE
Li+(HA)/Li, which are
calculated using data from commonly used nonaqueous solvents, such as
DMSO, MeCN, DME, NMP, DMA and DMF, and using a value for
∆GH∗Li2O2 -
1
2∆G
o
H2
= -1.5 eV, we plot a contour map of the Gibbs
free energy of the adsorption induced H-abstraction process, ∆G(3.2), as
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Figure 3.5.: Correlations between pKa values and their data sources:
(a) DCE vs. MeCN [2] (b) THF vs. MeCN [3] (c) THF vs. MeCN [4]
(d) DME vs. DMSO [5]. (e) Water vs. DMSO [6].
a function of solvent’s calculated pKa in DMSO and their DN values in
Fig. 3.6. The values are shown relative to that of MeCN, which has the
lowest pKa amongst the solvents considered.
The Gibbs free energy changes weakly with the solvent’s DN. This is
due to a cancellation between the solvation of Li+ and H+. It can there-
fore be deduced that the main influencing factor deciding the propensity
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Figure 3.6.: Contour map showing the variation of the change in
Gibbs free energy during the adsorption induced H-abstraction process,
∆G(3.2), as a function of the solvent’s pKa and the DN, as given in Ta-
ble B.2. The map has been plotted using Eq. (3.14) with the values for
ln[HA] = 2.52, ∆Gaq→HAH+ = -0.09 eV and U
SHE
Li+(HA)/Li = 2.08 V, which
are the averages of the values for all the shown solvents, computed using
linear interpolation as a function of the DN whenever unavailable.
of the H-abstraction process is the solvent’s pKa. It must be noted
that with an increase in the discharging overpotential, the rate of the
H-abstraction process will be accelerated. However, it has been observed
that the discharge potential in various solvents is similar [36, 81, 82].
In order to analyze the effect of the assumptions made in the theoreti-
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cal model, we calculate the rate for H-abstraction, rH ∼ exp(−ln(10)pKa2kT ),
as a function of the solvent’s acid dissociation constant, pKa, at a fixed
discharge potential, Udis = 2.67 V. The rate has been normalized with
respect to the rate value for MeCN, which has the lowest pKa amongst
the solvents considered. Figure 3.7 shows the logarithmic variation of
rH with respect to solvent’s pKa, where the medium is the solvent itself,
calculated using averaged values of ln[HA], ∆Gaq→HAH+ and U
SHE
Li+(HA)/Li.
In the same plot, the calculated rates for solvents, such as DMSO,
MeCN, DME, NMP, DMA and DMF, using their exact values for ln[HA],
∆Gaq→HAH+ , U
SHE
Li+(HA)/Li and Udis, and their calculated pKa in DMSO
are shown. The model reproduces the trends for H-abstraction well.
Also, it can be observed that the assumption of choosing pKa values
defined in a single medium does not have a major effect on the relative
trends across solvents.
3.4. Electrochemical vs. chemical stability
Finally, in Fig. 3.8, we plot the overall solvent stability visualized as
functions of the HOMO level, which is the descriptor of solvent stability
against oxidation during charge, and pKa in DMSO, which is a good ap-
proximation for solvent stability against H-abstraction during discharge.
We divide the stability plot into 4 quadrants, where the HOMO level
benchmark is set using the calculated value for the HOMO level of DME
= -11.44 eV, and the pKa benchmark is set using the calculated value
in DMSO for MeCN ≈ 30. The desired solvents need to have a HOMO
level lower than -11.44 eV and pKa more than 30.
The top-left quadrant in the figure represents the zone of solvents that
can be expected to be relatively stable against both oxidation and H-
abstraction. The top-right quadrant represents the zone of solvents that
will probably be stable against H-abstraction but unstable against oxida-
tion during charging. Likewise, the bottom-left quadrant represents the
zone of solvents that are probably stable against oxidation, but unsta-
ble against H-abstraction. Finally, the bottom-right quadrant represents
the zone of solvents that can be expected to be unstable against both
oxidation and H-abstraction. As can be observed, there exists a correla-
tion between the two stability descriptors. The figure is a quantitative
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Figure 3.7.: Figure showing rH ∼ exp(−ln(10)pKa2kT ), which is the rate
of H-abstraction, as a function of the solvent’s acid dissociation constant,
pKa, at a fixed discharge potential, Udis = 2.67 V (dashed blue line).
The value has been normalized with respect to the rate value for MeCN,
which has the lowest pKa value amongst the considered solvents. The
line representing rH has been calculated using Eq. (3.14) with the values
for ln[HA] = 2.52, ∆Gaq→HAH+ = -0.09 eV and U
SHE
Li+(HA)/Li = 2.08 V,
which are the averages of the values for all the shown solvents, computed
using linear interpolation as a function of the DN whenever unavailable
(Table B.2).
version of the stability trade-off hypothesis [1], clearly indicating why
there is a dearth of solvents which are stable against both oxidation and
H-abstraction. The complete list of solvents in this plot, and their cor-
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Figure 3.8.: Regions of solvent stability visualized as functions of the
HOMO level, which is the descriptor of solvent stability against oxidation
during charge, and pKa in DMSO, which is a good approximation to the
descriptor for stability against H-abstraction during discharge.
responding pKa and HOMO level values along with the references are
given in Table B.3.
This plot shows that DME strikes the right balance between oxidative
stability and H-abstraction, and its not surprising that it is known to
be one of the best solvents for Li-O2 cells. As can be seen, there are
very few other compounds in the top left quadrant, such as methane,
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methylacetate, methylpivalate and propionitrile which satisfy these min-
imum requirements. For most solvents there exists a correlation between
the two stability descriptors. This implies that solvents having a deep
HOMO level also have a low pKa. However, a low value of HOMO level
and a high value of pKa are desired for overall solvent stability. This
implies that solvents with the desired stability characteristics have to be
outliers to this correlation. The plot forms the quantitative version of the
fundamental trade-off between oxidative stability and H-abstraction [1].
This chapter outlines the stringent stability requirements imposed on
the solvent for nonaqueous Li-O2 batteries. Additionally, solvents for
practical Li-O2 battery applications will need to satisfy several other
criteria like Li salt and O2 solubility, high ionic conductivity and stability
against Li metal anode. This highlights the need for a beyond brute-
force, rational search of solvents and we believe computational modelling
will play a crucial role in ultimately identifying the blend of solvents
required for a practical nonaqueous Li-O2 battery.
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4. Trade-offs between Capacity and
Rechargeability
Several research studies have recently suggested a solution mediated
growth mechanism as an alternate to the surface growth mechanism in
which the growth of Li2O2 takes place via formation of solution soluble
species, Li+ and O−2 [42, 7, 83, 84], which result from dissolution of the
adsorbed intermediate LiO∗2. It has been suggested recently that solvents
with high Gutmann DN result in strong solvation of Li+ and associated
species resulting in solution-driven growth, while low DN solvents favor
surface electrochemical growth [85]. Such mechanistic descriptions have
often been found to be concurrent with large toroidal morphology of the
discharge product, thus significantly enhancing the capacity, especially
at low discharge currents [83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88].
In recent studies, a thermodynamic formalism has been developed to
show that solvents with high Gutmann DN and AN have the tendency
to trigger the solution mediated growth by dissolution of the adsorbed
intermediate LiO∗2, as shown in Eq. (4.1) [89]. Using water as a high AN
additive, it has been demonstrated that the dissolution process gener-
ates solvated O−2 anions which act as a redox shuttle to drive solution-
mediated growth of Li2O2 and form layered peroxide. However, O−2 is
also an active nucleophile and this leads to additional parasitic processes.
For instance, it has been demonstrated that while water can trigger the
solution process leading to increased capacity, it also contributes to the
formation of H2O2 and enhanced parasitic reactions, thus limiting its
rechargeability [89].
The solvated O−2 anions induce H
+/H-abstraction from nonaqueous
solvents, which are generally weakly acidic (HA), through a nucleophilic
attack process [17, 44, 43, 18, 90, 91], thus severely undermining solvent
stability. The presence of nucleophiles also leads to the degradation of
the electrodes, binders and other cell components [92] and such processes
are extremely detrimental the battery’s rechargeability [93].
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4.1. Thermodynamic model for nucleophillic attack
In this chapter, we develop a detailed thermodynamic analysis to un-
derstand the trade-offs between enhanced capacity via triggering of the
solution process and lowered rechargeability due to solvent degradation
as a result of the H+/H-abstraction process. We develop descriptors
for the two competing effects and specifically, we find a strong anti-
correlation between the free energy of dissolution, which is the measure
of the extent of the solution process, and the acid dissociation constant,
which is a measure of the solvent’s stability against H+-abstraction.
The solution equilibrium between the discharge product intermediate
at the surface, LiO∗2, the solvated anion, O
−
2(HA), and the cation, Li
+
(HA),
in solvent HA can be described as:
LiO∗2 ⇀↽ Li
+
(HA) +O
−
2(HA) (4.1)
The Gibbs free energy change for this reaction in HA, ∆Gsol(HA), is
given by:
∆Gsol(HA) = ∆GO−
2(HA)
+ ∆GLi+
(HA)
−∆GLiO∗2 (4.2)
A solvent that enhances LiO2 solubility and hence, the discharge ca-
pacity must also be stable towards decomposition in order to be an
optimal choice for nonaqueous Li-O2 batteries. While the overall de-
composition pathway is undoubtedly very complex and will differ for
different solvents, the initial step in the decomposition for most solvents
is a nucleophlic attack by Li2O2, LiO2 or O−2 that results initially in H
+-
abstraction, H-abstraction or ring opening. In a thermodynamic model,
the acid-dissociated H+ react with the solvated O−2 anions without any
barrier to form the radical, HO2, which is very reactive and is consumed
in further parasitic processes involving both the electrode and the elec-
trolyte. While other steps in the overall decomposition may become rate
limiting, there is no decomposition without the initial nucleophilic attack
so that we focus on this chemical step.
We begin by considering H+-abstraction process due to nucleophilic
attack which can be described as an attack on the H+ of the solvent HA
by the nucleophile O−2(HA), resulting in the solvated hydroperoxyl radical,
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HO2(HA), as shown in Fig. 4.1. The tendency of a solvent to resist, such
as a nucleophilic attack is determined essentially by the strength of the
H-A bond, which is well-described by its acid dissociation equilibrium.
The acid-dissociation equilibrium between the solvent, which is treated
as a weak acid, and its H+ and the conjugate base anion can be described
as:
HA ⇀↽ H+(HA) +A
−
(HA) (4.3)
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Figure 4.1.: Schematic showing H+/H-abstraction due to nucleophilic
attack by the O−2 anion. The molecules denoted in green are the non-
aqueous solvent molecules, S ( also HA), which is in equilibrium with
its conjugate base, A−, and H+. The adsorbed intermediate, LiO2*, of
the discharge process dissociates into solvated Li+ ions and O−2 anions,
which are shown in yellow and purple respectively.
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As we argued in the previous chapter, the pKa value for any acid HA
is usually defined using a standard activity (for e.g. 1 M) of that acid in
another medium, such as DMSO, MeCN, water, etc. However, the pKa
values required in the present context to ascertain the H+ concentration
using Eq. (4.3) need to be defined with the medium being the solvent
(acid) itself. There is a dearth of such experimental data in literature
owing to technical challenges in measuring H+ concentration in nonaque-
ous solvents [80]. The assumption of choosing pKa values defined in a
single medium, say DMSO, is capable of qualitatively describing the re-
activity trends and causes an error of order 10 pKa units, corresponding
to ∼ 0.25 eV. Utilizing this assumption and using the relation, [H+(HA)]
= [A−(HA)], this yields:
[H+(HA)] ∼ exp(
(
(− ln(10)
2
pKa
)
) (4.4)
This H+ is rapidly abstracted by nucleophile O−2(HA) resulting in a
hydroperoxyl radical, given by:
O−2(HA) +H
+
(HA)
kf−→ HO2(HA) (4.5)
The formation of the hydroperoxyl radical leads to eventual degrada-
tion of solvent and cell components. The reaction rate can be written
as:
d[HO2(HA)]
dt
= rn = kf [O
−
2(HA)][H
+
(HA)] (4.6)
The rate of the degradation process depends on the concentration of
O−2(HA), the H
+ concentration and the rate constant, kf . Alternatively,
a similar to the H+-abstraction, another likely mechanism for solvent
degradation can be envisaged such that:
O−2(HA) +HA
kf−→ HO−2(HA) +A.(HA) (4.7)
Where the HO−2 anion as well as the A
.
(HA) radical are consumed
rapidly in further degradation reactions. The reaction rate for this path-
way can be described in a similar way to the H+-abstraction mechanism,
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where the origin of the H .(HA) and A
.
(HA) radicals can be understood ef-
fectively from the bond dissociation of the H-A bond in the solvent given
by:
HA ⇀↽ H .(HA) +A
.
(HA) (4.8)
The rate of H-abstraction for this reaction path can be evaluated by
considering the H–A bond dissociation reaction as:
HA
∆Gact−−−−→ H . +A. (4.9)
For several classes of organic solvents, a clear correlation between the
activation energy for C–H bond dissociation, ∆Gact, and the solvents‘
pKa in DMSO has been demonstrated in the work of Lu et al. [94], as
can be seen in Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.2.: Linear correlation between the activation energy of the
dissociation of the C-H bond in several organic solvents, ∆Gact, and
their pKa in DMSO.
The net rate of nucleophilic attack can be expressed proportional to
the rate determining step, which is this reaction pathway is the radical
formation step, and is given by:
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r = A0
d[H .(HA)]
dt
[O−2(HA)] (4.10)
Using an Arrhenius type description the bond dissociation reaction
given by Eq. 4.9, the reaction rate can be given as:
d[H .(HA)]
dt
= k0 exp(∆Gact/kT ) ∝ exp((0.59)pka) (4.11)
Using this expression in Eq. 4.10 ultimately yields a rate law, that is
very similar to that for H+-abstraction as described in Eq. 4.6. There-
fore, the following analysis for estimating the rate of nucleophilic attack
using the H+-abstraction pathway will hold also for the H-abstraction
mechanism.
4.2. Activity of nucleophile
The concentration of the nucleophile, O−2(HA), is governed by the solution
dissolution equilibrium reaction described by Eq. (4.1). The equilibrium
constant, Keq(HA), for this reaction in solvent HA is given by:
Keq(HA) =
[O−2(HA)][Li
+
(HA)]
[LiO∗2 ]
= exp
(−∆Gsol(HA)
kT
)
(4.12)
Thus, the concentration of the nucleophile can be expressed as:
[O−2(HA)] =
exp
(
−∆Gsol(HA)
kT
)
.[LiO∗2 ]
[Li+(HA)]
(4.13)
The activity of the adsorbed state can be assumed to be constant,
[LiO∗2]=c, as the LiO∗2 is present on a stoichiometric Li2O2 surface. This
does not depend on the catalyst or only weakly depends on the solvent.
The activity of Li+ is set by the salt concentration and thus [Li+(HA)] can
be set at a constant value of ∼ 1 M, as is usually the case with prac-
tical Li-O2 battery systems. This implies that [O−2(HA)] can be simply
expressed in terms of ∆Gsol(HA) as:
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[O−2(HA)] ∼ exp
(−∆Gsol(HA)
kT
)
(4.14)
As demonstrated earlier [89], the Gibbs free energy change during
the dissolution process can be visualized as a combination of two redox
equilibria by expanding the terms of Eq. (4.2) by using the free energy
of O2 gas, ∆GO2(g) , and free energy of Li metal, ∆GLi(s) , given by:
∆Gsol(HA) = (∆GO−
2(HA)
−∆GO2(g))
+ (∆GLi+
(HA)
−∆GLi(s))
− (∆GLiO∗2 −∆GLi(s) −∆GO2(g))
(4.15)
The term (∆GLiO∗2 − ∆GLi(s) − ∆GO2(g)) = ∆Gc is independent of
the solvent. The term (∆GO−
2(HA)
−∆GO2(g)) is then given by the Gibbs
free energy change during first reduction of O2 in solvent HA given as:
O2(g) + e
− ⇀↽ O−2(HA) (4.16)
The Gibbs free energy change for Eq. (4.16) can be evaluated in terms
of the redox potential for O2 in solvent HA, UHAO2(g)/O−2
, as:
UHA
O2(g)/O
−
2
= ∆GO−
2(HA)
−∆GO2(g) (4.17)
Similarly, the term (∆GLi+
(HA)
− ∆GLi(s)) is the Gibbs free energy
change during oxidation of Li in solvent HA as:
Li(s) ⇀↽ Li
+
(HA) + e
− (4.18)
The Gibbs free energy change for Eq. (4.18) can be evaluated in terms
of the redox potential for Li in solvent HA, UHALi+/Li(s) , as:
− UHALi+/Li(s) = ∆GLi+(HA) −∆GLi(s) (4.19)
Therefore, ∆Gsol(HA) can be expressed in terms of the redox potentials
as given by:
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∆Gsol(HA) = U
HA
O2(g)/O
−
2
− UHALi+/Li(s) −∆Gc (4.20)
This further implies that using Eq. (4.20) and Eq. (4.14), one gets:
[O−2(HA)] ∼ exp
UHALi+/Li(s) − UHAO2(g)/O−2
kT
 (4.21)
It is well known that the half-wave potentials for the Li+/Li(s) and
O2(g)/O−2 redox couples vary across different nonaqueous solvents [20,
75, 14, 76, 21]. The location of the half-wave potential is determined
by the solvent’s ability to solvate the ions. For the cation Li+, the half-
wave potential has been found to be well correlated with the DN of the
solvent [14, 76]. As shown in Fig. 4.3a, in the DN range of 10-25, we
observe a nearly linear dependence of the half-wave potential on the
DN, and beyond a value of 25, we observe a saturation in Li+ solvation,
leading to an almost constant value of the half-wave potential. As an
improvement from our previous work, the value of the redox potential
for the Li+/Li(s) couple in the nonaqueous environment of HA can be
expressed as a quadratic function of its DN as UHALi+/Li(s) = 0.0018DN
2−
0.11DN .
In a similar way, for the anion O−2 the half-wave potential, U
HA
O2(g)/O
−
2
,
has been found to be correlated with the AN of the solvent [20, 18, 15],
which is a thermodynamic measure of the solvent’s electron accepting
tendency. The variation of UHA
O2(g)/O
−
2
with respect to the solvent’s AN
is found to be weakly linear and then saturates. The value of the redox
potential for the O2(g)/O−2 couple in the nonaqueous environment of HA
can be expressed as a function of its AN as UHA
O2(g)/O
−
2
= −0.00024AN2 +
0.029AN −1.3, as shown in Fig. 4.3b. Therefore, [O−2(HA)] can be finally
expressed as:
[O−2(HA)] ∼ exp
(
0.0018DN2 − 0.11DN + 0.00024AN2 − 0.029AN
kT
)
(4.22)
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Figure 4.3.: (a) Half-wave potentials for the Li+/Li(s) re-
dox couple in different nonaqueous solvents with respect to the
Bis(biphenyl)chromium(I)/(0) couple as a function of the solvent’s DN
(Table B.1). (b) Half-wave potentials for the O2(g)/O−2 couple as a func-
tion of the solvents AN on the Standard Calomel Electrode (SCE) (Ta-
ble C.1).
4.3. Rate of nucleophillic attack
Finally, taking into account both the effect of the acid dissociation and
LiO2* dissolution equilibrium from Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.22) and assum-
ing kf to be similar across solvents, the rate of nucleophilic attack can
be expressed in terms of the solvent’s pKa, DN and AN, given by:
rn ∼
exp
(
0.0018DN2−0.11DN+0.00024AN2−0.029AN
kT
)
exp
(
ln(10)
2 pKa
) (4.23)
In Fig. 4.4, we plot a contour map showing the variation of the thermo-
dynamic driving force for the nucleophilic attack reaction from Eq. (4.23)
as a function of the solvent’s acid dissociation constant, pKa, and the
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change in the Gibbs free energy for dissolution, ∆Gsol(HA), for the reac-
tion intermediate LiO2*. ∆Gsol(HA) values are shown relative to that of
MeCN which has pKa value in DMSO ∼ 30. A more negative value of
∆Gsol(HA) indicates better facilitation of the solution mediated discharge
process, whereas a high pKa value indicates higher stability against
H+/H-abstraction via nucleophilic attack.
Figure 4.4.: Contour map showing the variation of the thermodynamic
driving force for the nucleophilic attack reaction as a function of the
solvent’s acid dissociation constant, pKa, and the change in the Gibbs
free energy for dissolution, ∆Gsol(HA), for the reaction intermediate LiO2*.
The calculated ∆Gsol(HA), pKa values in DMSO, AN and DN values along
with references can be found in Table C.2.
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It can be observed that solvents with negative ∆Gsol(HA) are worse at
resisting nucleophilic attack, whereas solvents with higher pKa will be
more robust against it. For instance, using DMSO as the solvent results
in better discharge capacity due to its solvating capabilities, which has
been shown conclusively [85]. However, it will likely suffer from higher
nucleophilic attack compared to DME, which is known to show relatively
high resistance towards degradation via H+/H-abstraction [1] but cannot
drive the solution mediated growth on its own [89].
4.4. Chemical stability vs. capacity enhancement
The rate of nucleophilic attack as evaluated from Eq. (4.23) gives us
a composite descriptor for comparing the relative stability of solvents
against degradation via nucleophilic attack. In Fig. 4.5, we plot regions
of solvent stability against H+/H-abstraction via nucleophilic attack and
the solvent’s ability to facilitate the solution mediated discharge, thus
resulting in higher capacities, as functions of their respective descriptors.
The susceptibility of solvents to parasitic processes has been evaluated
in this study as the rate of nucleophilic attack normalized with respect
to that of MeCN, and their solvation capabilities have been evaluated
in terms of ∆Gsol(HA). The figure is divided into 4 quadrants where the
benchmark for the rate of nucleophilic attack has been set at the cal-
culated value for MeCN and the mark for ∆Gsol(HA) was set between the
values for DME and H2O. The top-left quadrant represents the zone of
solvents that can better facilitate the dissolution of LiO2* but are rela-
tively unstable to nucleophilic attack. The top-right quadrant represents
the zone of solvents that will not be very conducive for solution mediated
discharge and will also be relatively unstable to nucleophilic attack. On
the contrary, the bottom-left quadrant represents the zone of solvents
that are better at resisting nucleophilic attack, but cannot trigger the
solution mediated discharge mechanism. Finally, the bottom-right quad-
rant represents the zone of solvents that are stable against nucleophilic
attack and will also be conducive for solution mediated discharge.
As can be observed, there exists an anti-correlation between the two
requirements, showing that solvents which have better solvation capa-
bilities are at the same time relatively unstable to chemical degradation.
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Figure 4.5.: Regions of solvent stability against H+/H-abstraction via
nucleophilic attack and the solvent’s ability to facilitate the solution
mediated discharge visualized as functions of their respective descriptors.
The corresponding pKa values in DMSO, AN and DN values along with
references can be found in Table 4.15.
The rationale of choosing solvents with high DNs alone cannot be taken
as a criteria because such solvents are prone to higher oxidation dur-
ing charging, as shown in the Chapter 2. This figure brings forth the
inherent difficulties associated with finding an all round solvent addi-
tive. Any practical solvent additive which can facilitate higher discharge
capacities without compromising on rechargeability would have to be
outliers to this generally observed anti-correlation. The same plot with
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many other solvents is also provided in Fig. C.1, thus demonstrating the
robustness of this analysis.
The work in this chapter outlines the fundamental trade-offs that as-
sociated with electrolyte additive engineering for nonaqueous Li-O2 bat-
teries. A rational, model and data-driven design of solvents is necessary
in order to identify the right blend of solvents, and we believe computa-
tions and model development will play a crucial role in these challenges
for a practical nonaqueous Li-O2 battery.
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5. Effect of Salt Anion
In the previous chapter, we used a thermodynamic analysis to show
that an organic solvent’s ability to induce the solution mechanism is
anti-correlated with its stability toward nucleophilic attack. Thus, Li-
O2 cells would benefit from an appropriately engineered electrolyte that
both induces Li2O2 intermediate solubility and maintains or exceeds the
present electrolyte stability. In this chapter, we describe the importance
of the Li salt anion in enhancing the solvation of electrochemically formed
intermediate species during Li-O2 battery discharge, thereby enhancing
discharge capacity.
Recent experimental studies [8, 95, 96] in which two of the most com-
monly used Li-O2 battery salts, lithium bis(trifluoromethane) sulfon-
imide (LiTFSI) and lithium nitrate (LiNO3), were investigated have re-
ported a significant capacity enhancement when choosing LiNO3 over
LITFSI. It has been conclusively demonstrated [8] that electrolytes con-
taining a high concentration of NO−3 exhibited higher donicity, and pro-
vided an increase in battery capacity greater than fourfold compared
with a battery using exclusively TFSI as the electrolyte anion, as seen
in Fig. D.1. As can be noticed in the same figure, this capacity enhance-
ment was achieved without any decrease in battery rechargeability, as
measured using quantitative O2 consumption and evolution [8].
5.1. Ising model for capacity enhancement
To theoretically quantify this enhancement, we propose an Ising model
description of the solvation shell of Li+. This analysis indicates that the
origin of this enhanced solution process is due to the formation of ion
pairs (Li+–NO−3 ) in DME as solvent. The theoretical analysis further
predicts that ion-pair formation and the associated enhancement in ca-
pacity would not be observed when DMSO is used as a solvent, as can
be seen in Fig. D.2, which has also been confirmed experimentally [8].
To provide a quantitative basis for the role played by the electrolyte
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anion, we present a revised thermodynamic model for the solution elec-
trochemical process. The solution-mediated electrochemical growth of
Li2O2 is triggered by the dissolution reaction given in:
LiO∗2 ⇀↽ Li
+
(sol) +O
−
2(sol) (5.1)
The free-energy change involved in this dissolution reaction is given
by:
∆Gsol = GLi+sol
+GO−2,sol
−GLiO∗2 (5.2)
Where GLi+sol is the free energy of the Li
+ ions in the electrolyte,
GO2,sol is the free energy of O
−
2 ions in the electrolyte, and GLiO∗2 is the
free energy of the adsorbed LiO2 on the Li2O2 surface during discharge.
To understand the role of the salt anion on the equilibrium of the
dissolution reaction, we need to explore the stabilization of the solvated
intermediates in the presence of the anion. The presence of the anion
can influence the free energy of Li+ ions. To a first approximation, the
free energy of the Li+ ions and thus the free energy of LiO2 dissolution is
largely dependent on the species that are present in the Li+ first solvation
shell [97, 98].
To be consistent with the experimental data presented in Fig. D.1 and
Fig. D.2, we explicitly model an electrolyte that contains a mixture of
LiNO3 and LiTFSI such that the total Li+ concentration is maintained
at 1 M. The concentration of O−2 ions in the solution is expected to be
much lower than the Li+ and salt anion concentrations [89]. Thus, we
do not expect O−2 ions to play a significant role in the solvation of Li
+.
Hence, to a first approximation, the solvation shell of Li+ will comprise
only solvent molecules and salt anions (NO−3 and TFSI
−). The exact
composition of the solvation shell will depend on the energetics of the
interactions of the Li+ ion with the solvent and the anions.
To determine the composition of the first solvation shell and in turn the
free energy of stabilization, we develop a modified Ising model for the site
occupancy in the solvation shell of Li+ [99]. The Ising model formalism,
originally developed to describe magnetism, provides a systematic basis
for treating the energetics of interaction between Li+ and the solvent and
salt anions [100]. It is a mathematical method of using discrete variables,
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usually called spin, on a graph or lattice to represent interactions in a
system. In its most general form, the model allows for the identification
of phase transitions in systems exhibiting magnetism, specific adsorption,
etc.
In this model, we develop a site occupancy variable to describe each
of the solvation shell sites of Li+. The Hamiltonian that governs the
solvation shell of Li+ is given by:
H =h1
N∑
i=1
ni + h2
N∑
i=1
mi + h3
N∑
i=1
li
+ J11
N∑
〈i,j〉
ninj + J22
N∑
〈i,j〉
mimj + J33
N∑
〈i,j〉
lilj
+ J12
N∑
〈i,j〉
nimj + J21
N∑
〈i,j〉
minj + J13
N∑
〈i,j〉
nilj
+ J31
N∑
〈i,j〉
linj + J23
N∑
〈i,j〉
milj + J32
N∑
〈i,j〉
limj
(5.3)
Where i = 1 to N represent sites in the solvation shell of a Li+ ion
and 〈 i,j 〉 represents the nearest-neighbor pair in the solvation shell.
The occupation variables “n”, “m”, and “l” represent the occupancy of a
site by the solvent, the NO−3 anions, and the TFSI anions, respectively.
For any site “i” occupied by the solvent, ni = 1, mi = 0, and li = 0
and similarly for other cases. Thus, at any given site, ni+mi+li=1, i.e.,
each site is occupied by either solvent or a salt anion. In our model, h1
represents the interaction energy between a Li+ ion and a solvent, h2
represents the interaction energy between a NO−3 anion and Li
+, and
h3 represents the interaction energy between a TFSI anion and Li+.
The coupling constant J11 represents the interaction between neighbor-
ing solvent molecules in the Li+ solvation shell. Likewise, J22 and J33
represent the interactions between neighboring NO−3 and neighboring
TFSI anions, respectively. The symmetry assumption is invoked, which
yields J12 = J21, J13 = J31, J23 = J32. The cross-coupling terms J12,
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J13, and J23 represent interactions between neighboring NO−3 and sol-
vent molecules, neighboring TFSI and solvent molecules, and neighbor-
ing TFSI and NO−3 anions, respectively.
Although the model is exactly solvable only up to 2 dimensions, prob-
lems in higher dimensions can be addressed by modifying the model by
invoking the mean-field approximation. The mean-field approximation
is valid under the assumption that the Li+ ions are uniformly distributed
in solution and each site in the solvation shell experiences an averaged ef-
fect of other species present in the electrolyte. The coordination number
z of the solvation shell is expected to be independent of species (anions
or solvent) occupying the solvation shell. The mean-field approximation
replaces the nearest-neighbor interaction (ninj) by the average interac-
tion (ni〈nj〉), where assuming spatial invariance, the average occupation
of species in the shell can be defined as 〈n〉= 1N
N∑
i=1
〈ni〉.
The average occupation for a given species at any site in the solva-
tion sphere can be found by performing an average on each occupation
variable using the mean field site energy in the Boltzmann weights as its
probabilities, given by:
〈n〉 =
∑
n=0,1
∑
m=0,1
∑
l=0,1
n. exp(−HkT )∑
n=0,1
∑
m=0,1
∑
l=0,1
exp(−HkT )
(5.4a)
〈m〉 =
∑
n=0,1
∑
m=0,1
∑
l=0,1
m. exp(−HkT )∑
n=0,1
∑
m=0,1
∑
l=0,1
exp(−HkT )
(5.4b)
〈l〉 =
∑
n=0,1
∑
m=0,1
∑
l=0,1
l. exp(−HkT )∑
n=0,1
∑
m=0,1
∑
l=0,1
exp(−HkT )
(5.4c)
On expanding these expressions, one can get the average occupation
of solvent and salt anions at a site in the Li+ solvation shell as:
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〈n〉 = exp(
−h1−J11z〈n〉−J12 z2 〈m〉−J13 z2 〈l〉
kT )∑
n=0,1
∑
m=0,1
∑
l=0,1
exp(−HkT )
(5.5a)
〈m〉 = exp(
−h1−J21z〈n〉−J22 z2 〈m〉−J23 z2 〈l〉
kT )∑
n=0,1
∑
m=0,1
∑
l=0,1
exp(−HkT )
(5.5b)
〈l〉 = exp(
−h1−J31z〈n〉−J32 z2 〈m〉−J33 z2 〈l〉
kT )∑
n=0,1
∑
m=0,1
∑
l=0,1
exp(−HkT )
(5.5c)
Where
∑
n=0,1
∑
m=0,1
∑
l=0,1
exp(
−H
kT
) = exp(
−h1 − J11z〈n〉 − J12 z2 〈m〉 − J13 z2 〈l〉
kT
)
+ exp(
−h2 − J21z〈n〉 − J22 z2 〈m〉 − J23 z2 〈l〉
kT
)
+ exp(
−h3 − J31z〈n〉 − J32 z2 〈m〉 − J33 z2 〈l〉
kT
)
(5.6)
5.2. Determination of interaction and coupling terms
The interaction term h1 is dependent on the donating tendency of the
solvent molecule to the Li+ ions in solution. The free energy of Li+ ions
can be expressed in terms of the half-wave potential of Li/Li+ couple
and can be determined from the equilibrium between solvated Li+ ions
and metallic Li as:
Lis ⇀↽ Li
+
(sol) + e
− (5.7)
The free energy of Li+ ions, ∆GLi+ , can thus be expressed in terms
of the half wave potential of Li/Li+ couple in that solvent, ULi/Li+ , and
the free energy of metallic lithium, ∆GLis , as:
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∆GLi+ = ∆GLis + eULi/Li+ (5.8)
It has been shown that the half-wave potential of Li/Li+ couple is
a function of the DN of the solvent [101]. As we have shown in the
previous chapter, the Li+-solvent interaction energetics (h1) can be ex-
pressed as a function of the DN of the solvent as h1 = 0.001844DN2sol
- 0.11314DNsol. Similarly, we assume that the terms h2 and h3 for the
anions can be expressed as a function of the DN, as they are calibrated
to the same scale. There are additional contributions, −kT ln([NO−3 ])
and −kT ln([TFSI]) to h2 and h3, respectively, that depend on the con-
centration of the NO−3 and TFSI anions. These terms arise due to a
change in the reference chemical potential of the NO−3 and TFSI anions
to account for the loss in entropy associated with that concentration.
The coupling constant J11 is a weak attractive van der Waals inter-
action between solvent molecules, and is estimated to be an order of
magnitude less than the donor interactions h1, h2, and h3 at - 0.01 eV.
The constants J22, J33, J23 and J32 are representative of the repulsive
interaction between neighboring anions in the Li+ solvation shell and are
of the same order of magnitude as h1, h2 and their values are assumed
as 0.1 eV.
The coupling constants J12, J13, J21 and J31 for the interaction be-
tween a solvent molecule and the respective anion can be described by
the electron accepting tendency of the solvent and can therefore be de-
termined by the solvent’s AN. The relation used here is modeled on the
effect of solvents on the free energy of the O−2 anions, as was presented in
the previous chapter. The constants are modeled as J12 = J13 = J21 =
J31 = 0.00024AN2sol + 0.029AN. As we are accounting for the coupling
constants in terms of the overall donating and accepting tendencies of
the solvent, the overall coordination number is already included in the
model, i.e., z = 2.
5.3. Occupation and solvation energy of Li+ solvation
shell
Solving the set of Eqs. 5.5, we derive analytical expressions for the aver-
age occupation numbers of the solvent molecules and the anions in the
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first solvation shell of the Li+ ion as functions of the DN and AN of the
solvent, DN of the anion, and anion concentration. From the occupation
numbers, we can determine the overall free energy of Li+ ions in solution
using the mean-field relation:
GLi+ = 〈n〉h1(DNsol)
+ 〈m〉h2(DNNO−3 , cNO−3 )
+ 〈l〉h3(DNTFSI , cTFSI)
(5.9)
The developed model requires the DN of NO−3 and TFSI anions to
determine the occupation numbers. We use the values determined by
Schmeisser et al. via 23Na NMR for ionic liquids with common cations,
as discussed earlier [102]. Although the quantitative nature of these mea-
surements is still under debate [103], we believe the trends can be well
captured from these values. Schmeisser et al. find that TFSI has a very
low DN of 11.2 kcal/mol, whereas NO−3 has a DN of 22.2 kcal/mol [102].
Using these values, we can determine the occupation shell of Li+ as a
function of the NO−3 anion concentration.
As is shown in Fig. 5.1a, the solvation shell is completely dominated
by DME and NO−3 anion. As the NO
−
3 anion has a higher DN than DME
(DN = 20 kcal/mol), we observe a strong concentration dependence on
the NO−3 anion. This suggests that increasing NO
−
3 anion concentration
will lead to a displacement of low DN solvents like DME in the Li+ sol-
vation shell. As we increase the concentration of NO−3 in DME, a higher
number of NO−3 ions occupy the Li
+ solvation shell until the electrostatic
repulsion of NO−3 ions becomes dominant, leading to a saturation in the
number of anions that occupy the first solvation shell.
The corresponding change in the free energy of Li+ as a function of
NO−3 concentration in DME is shown in Fig. 5.1b. The Li
+ free en-
ergy is normalized relative to that of the case with 1 M LiTFSI. The
free energy of Li+ as evaluated from the model is well-correlated with
the experimentally measured [8] NMR 7Li chemical shift, as shown in
Fig. D.3. This agreement proves that the thermodynamic analysis devel-
oped in this work accurately captures the effect of the change in anion
concentration in the Li+ solvation shell.
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Figure 5.1.: (a) Occupations of various electrolyte components in the
Li+ solvation shell and (b) Li+ solvation energy (eV) as a function of
the concentration of the NO−3 anion, with DME as solvent. The rate
enhancement of the solution process, rS ∼ exp((−∆Gsol)/kT ), is marked
on the right y axis of (b).
Due to a higher DN of the NO−3 anion, there is an overall increase in
Li+ solvation energy; this is accompanied by an enhancement of the rate
of the solution process given by rS ∼ exp((−∆Gsol)/kT ). This shows
that at 0.5 M LiNO3:LiTFSI, we would expect an approximately four-
fold enhancement in the rate of the solution process. The rate enhance-
ment, rS ∼ exp((−∆Gsol)/kT ), as calculated from the model, shows a
positive correlation with the observed capacity enhancement from ex-
periments [8], as shown in Fig. D.4. The plot implies that the capacity
varies exponentially with the Gibbs free energy of solvation of Li+ in the
electrolyte.
The model developed can be generalized to map out the entire elec-
trolyte design space. A contour map of the Li+ stabilization as a func-
tion of the varying DN of solvent and the anion is shown in Fig. 5.2 and
the corresponding contour map of the occupation of the solvent in the
solvation shell is shown in Fig. 5.3.
In Fig. 5.2, the free energy is normalized relative to that of DME and
1 M LiTFSI. This generalized analysis assumes a constant AN chosen
to be the average of DME and DMSO and a 50:50 salt blend of TFSI
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Figure 5.2.: Contour plot showing the free energy of Li+ for electrolytes
with varying DN of the solvent and salt anion, in kcal/mol.
and a varying electrolyte anion. The blue region corresponds to those
electrolytes incapable of triggering the solution process, whereas the red
region corresponds to those that can trigger the solution process. Like-
wise, in Fig. 5.3, the blue region represents high solvent occupation in
the Li+ solvation shell while the red region shows high anion occupation.
The contour map shows that there is an enhancement when using a low
DN solvent, such as DME, and a high DN salt anion, such as NO−3 ions.
However, an interesting prediction of this generalized analysis is that
there is no benefit in using high DN salt anions in a high DN solvent,
such as DMSO. For a solvent DN of 20.2 kcal/mol, which corresponds
to DME, an anion DN of ∼ 23 kcal/mol leads to an equal amount of
solvent and anion in the solvation shell. It is worth highlighting that the
occupation is a stronger function of the DN of the solvent than that of
the anion. For high DN (>25 kcal/mol) solvents, the solvation shell is
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Figure 5.3.: Contour plot showing the occupation in Li+ solvation shell
of the solvent for varying DN (in kcal/mol) of the solvent and salt anion.
predominantly occupied by the solvent.
This is in excellent agreement with the experiments presented in Fig D.2.
To emphasize this agreement, our model predicts that in DMSO, the
NO−3 anion does not enter the Li
+ solvation shell, and hence, there is
no change in the Li+ solvation free energy. The occupation variables
derived from the model for an electrolyte using DMSO as a solvent is
shown in Fig. 5.4a and the corresponding change in free energy of Li+
as a function of NO−3 anion concentration is shown in Fig. 5.4b. The
Li+ free energy of Li+, calculated relative to DME and 1 M LiTFSI, is
independent of the NO−3 concentration when the solvent is DMSO. As a
result, the solution rate enhancement is solely due to the high DN sol-
vent DMSO. This suggests that there is no ion-pair formation in a DMSO
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solvent and hence, almost no associated change in discharge capacity.
Figure 5.4.: (a) Occupations of various electrolyte components in the
Li+ solvation shell and (b) Li+ solvation energy (eV) as a function of the
concentration of the NO−3 anion, with DMSO as solvent.
The contour map suggests that using a higher DN anion than NO−3
can lead to even greater enhancement of Li+ solvation, and therefore, a
study on bromide’s (Br−) effect on Li+ solvation and Li-O2 capacity was
performed [104]. The electrostatic repulsion terms between the anions
(J22, J33, J23, J32) were chosen to be 4 times for the case with Br−
ion compared to the case with NO−3 ion because Br
− is smaller and
has a higher charge density. Our model predicts that for an electrolyte
consisting of DME as a solvent and LiTFSI and LiBr as the salt blend,
there is a greater stabilization of Li+ compared with the LiTFSI and
LiNO3 salt blend of similar concentration, as shown in Fig. 5.5.
The results from the model are consistent with 7Li NMR chemical
shifts measured from experiments [8], as shown in Fig. D.5a. We also
find an agreement with experiments [8] on capacity enhancement with
the 0.5 M LiBr:0.5 M LiTFSI electrolyte over the 1 M LiTFSI electrolyte,
as shown in Fig. D.5b. However, the stabilization of the Li+ ion due to
Br− ions with DMSO as a solvent is again very minute, due to the high
DN of DMSO, as can be seen in Fig. 5.6b.
Of note, the capacity enhancement obtained in our LiBr and LiNO3
studies are statistically similar, although using Li+ solvation arguments
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Figure 5.5.: (a) Occupations of various electrolyte components in the
Li+ solvation shell and (b) Li+ solvation energy as a function of the
varied anion concentration (Br−, NO−3 ) for the two cases: LiBr:LiTFSI
and LiNO3:LiTFSI in DME.
Figure 5.6.: (a) Occupations of various electrolyte components in the
Li+ solvation shell and (b) Li+ solvation energy (eV) as a function of
the Br− anion concentration for LiBr:LiTFSI as the salt mixture in the
solvent DMSO.
alone, the LiBr containing cells would be expected to have higher capac-
ities at similar electrolyte concentrations. However, in addition to the
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free energy of dissolution, ∆Gsol, other factors, such as O2 solubility,
and the diffusion coefficients of O−2 and Li
+, govern the overall rate for
the solution process and, thereby, the overall capacity enhancement due
to the solution process. These other factors likely contribute to sup-
press the capacity gains expected solely from enhanced solvation when
employing the LiBr electrolyte compared to the LiNO3 electrolyte.
The contour map presented in 5.2 provides a rational basis for se-
lection of the total electrolyte, i.e., solvent and anion. An important
conclusion of the contour map is that there is a minimal capacity en-
hancement by changing the electrolyte anion in high DN solvents. We
have demonstrated this conclusion using two examples of high DN an-
ions (Br−, NO−3 ) showing almost no enhancement in solvation in a high
DN solvent, such as DMSO as shown in Fig. 5.4b and Fig. 5.6b. How-
ever, there is tremendous scope in tuning the electrolyte anion in low
DN solvents to obtain high discharge capacities. Given that it should
be simpler to identify anions stable to the Li-O2 cathode electrochem-
istry than high DN solvents [105, 106], anion selection in combination
with low DN solvents potentially provides a route to avoid the unfavor-
able capacity/stability trade-off observed in high DN solvents, such as
DMSO [1, 23, 107, 108].
5.4. Classical molecular dynamics simulations
To supplement our thermodynamic model, we make use of rigorous clas-
sical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to provide a general descrip-
tion of the solvation of Li+ ions and the role of both solvent and anion
in ion-pairing. Classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations help us
take into account the effect of size, the averaged charge distribution
within a molecule or ion, and their correlation with the intermolecular
interactions and the resulting solvation structure.
An understanding of the solvation structure is necessary to obtain
insights on ion-pairs and higher aggregates [109, 110]. Ion-pairing, al-
though understood quite well conceptually, still lacks an established
quantitative definition, as has been argued in previous studies [111, 112,
113]. We formulate a definition of the extent of ion-pairing via two
quantities: the total charge contained and the number of Li+ ions in the
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solvation shell as a function of its radius.
Similar to the set of experiments, we studied intermediate concentra-
tions of the mixture of LiNO3 and LiTFSI in three different solvents -
ACN, DME and DMSO - that span across a wide range of DNs, ANs and
sizes. The goal behind trying to understand the changes in the solvation
structure of Li+ ions as a result of varying anion concentration in the
electrolyte was to examine the validity of the proposed Ising model as a
first order approximation and to capture in detail the solvation behavior
which may correspond to the observed trends in discharge capacity.
We make use of the GROMACS code v.5.1.2 [114] and OPLS-AA
forcefields [115]. The forcefield for NO−3 and PF
−
6 anions was taken from
the work of Acevedo et al. [116], for TFSI anion was taken from the work
of Lopes and Padua et al. [117], for DME and other glymes was taken
from the work of Watanabe et al. [118, 119] and for other molecules was
taken directly from the OPLS-AA forcefield repository [115].
All simulation boxes were chosen to be approximately 5.5 × 5.5 × 5.5
nm3 in size with periodic boundary conditions such that 100 Li+ ions
in the box resulted in a total salt (NO−3 + TFSI) concentration of ∼
1 M. After equilibration for 5 ns in an NVT ensemble and subsequent
10 ns of equilibration in NPT ensemble, the production runs for the
simulations were performed for a further 15 ns. We made sure that
the resulting solvent density before starting any production runs was
very close the experimentally measured density. The Parinello-Rahman
barostat was used to maintain the system at a pressure of 1 bar and the
Nóse-Hoover thermostat was employed to maintain the system at 298.15
K. The Particle-Mesh Ewald (PME) method was used to consider long-
range electrostatic interactions, which were truncated at 1.3 nm along
with those resulting from non-bonded Lennard-Jones interactions. All
the analysis results were averaged over two independent configurations
of the same system.
The NO−3 concentrations in the electrolyte considered for MD simula-
tions were x = [NO−3 ] = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 M, where
the TFSI concentration was correspondingly [TFSI] = 1 - x. In Fig. 5.7,
we plot the time averaged and normalized radial distribution functions
(RDF or g(r)) of the various components in the system around a Li+ ion,
to get a picture of its immediate surroundings. The radial distribution
function or pair correlation function of species Y around species X as a
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function of radius r is defined as:
gXY (r) =
〈ρY (r)〉
〈ρY 〉local (5.10)
Where the term 〈ρY (r)〉 is the density of Y within an infinitesimal
region at r and 〈ρY 〉local is the averaged local density of Y in the volume
contained by r. Normalization of RDFs was done for purposes of repre-
sentation and comparison because its magnitude is a function of the bin
size while estimating 〈ρY (r)〉 and has no useful interpretation for direct
comparison. In macroscopically homogeneous systems, the RDF goes to
unity at large r. The locations and the amplitudes of the maxima of a
given gXY (r) reveal the ordering of Y around X.
When comparing Fig. 5.7a, Fig. 5.7b and Fig. 5.7c with NO−3 as an-
ion across the three different solvents, it can be observed that the first
maximum always belongs to NO−3 followed very closely by the solvent at
r ∼ 0.2 nm. While the first maximum for NO−3 is followed by peaks of
much lower amplitudes, the following peaks of solvents are comparable
or even higher in magnitude than their first maximum. This behavior
clearly demonstrates that NO−3 , which is known to be a strongly associ-
ating anion, dominates the immediate solvation surroundings of the Li+
ions irrespective of the solvent. We define this radial distance at the
first minimum of anion at rs
NO−3
∼ 0.26 nm as the radius of the inner
solvation shell. The value of rs varies only slightly with the change in the
solvent. It is worth noting that the radial distance at which both NO−3
and the solvent have their first minima coincides with the point where
the RDF of Li+ around Li+ begins to have a non-zero value, indicating
the first instance of the central Li+ ion feeling the presence of another
Li+ ion.
Similarly, when comparing Fig. 5.7d, Fig. 5.7e and Fig. 5.7f, with TFSI
as anion across the three different solvents, it can be observed again that
the first maximum always belongs to TFSI followed very closely by the
solvent at r ∼ 0.2 nm. In these cases, however, the first maxima for both
TFSI and solvent are followed by maxima of similar and comparable
amplitudes. This behavior demonstrates that for a weakly associating
anion, such as TFSI, the solvent tends to play an equal role in the liquid
ordering around Li+ ions. The radius of the inner solvation shell in these
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cases is rsTFSI ∼ 0.3 nm, however, the first instance of presence of Li+
ions around another Li+ ion occurs at a much larger radial distance of
r ∼ 0.50 nm, which is in stark contrast to the case of NO−3 anions.
The normalized RDFs, however, do not reveal directly the occupancy
or coordination numbers (CN) of electrolyte components around Li+,
which can be obtained instead by integration of the RDFs to get the
cumulative numbers, as shown in Fig. 5.8. The radius of the inner sol-
vation shells in each case give the distance at which the CNs can be
obtained from the cumulative values. Therefore, to get a more quantita-
tive picture we plot the CNs of the anions and the solvents in the inner
solvation shell of Li+ ions as a function of electrolyte composition, as
seen in Fig. 5.9.
As can be seen in Fig. 5.9a, the CN of NO−3 in the inner solvation shell
increases linearly with increase in NO−3 concentration and is an order of
magnitude higher than the CN of TFSI which falls linearly to 0 with
increasing NO−3 concentration. This observation clearly points out that
the strongly associating NO−3 anion is clearly preferred in the immediate
vicinity of Li+ ions due to its strong ionic association strength, irrespec-
tive of how minuscule its concentration is. For both anions, the CNs
decrease as the donicity of the solvent increases from ACN to DMSO.
These results prove the consistency of the Ising model describing com-
petitive solvation of Li+ ions proposed earlier.
The donicity of solvents alone, however, does not decide its CN in
the inner solvation shell. As can be seen in Fig. 5.9b, the CN of low
donating ACN at lower NO−3 concentrations is higher than those of DME
or DMSO, indicating that size effects as well as compatibility of anion-
electrolyte may also play a role. For the low DN solvent ACN, the solvent
CN in the inner solvation shell decreases linearly with increasing NO−3
concentration, whereas for the relatively higher DN solvents DME and
DMSO, the CN of solvent appears to fall off more rapidly only at higher
NO−3 concentrations.
While the CNs reveal the nature of the immediate solvation shell,
they do not reveal the extent of ion-pairing and formation of aggregates.
The arguments made here become even more evident on analyzing the
snapshots from MD simulations in each case, as shown in Fig. 5.10.
The solvation shell structure provides important insights about ion-ion
interactions. In every snapshot, we take out the solvent molecules and
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.9.: CNs of electrolyte components in the inner solvation shell
of Li+ ions as a function of electrolyte composition for (a) NO−3 , TFSI
and (b) solvents.
show the ions only in order to focus on ion-pairing between Li+ ions and
the salt anion.
When comparing the snapshots from Fig. 5.10a, Fig. 5.10b and Fig. 5.10c
with the strongly associating NO−3 anion across the three different sol-
vents, it can be observed that there is a high degree of aggregation in
the low DN solvent ACN, which decreases rapidly as the donicity of
the solvent increases to that of DME and subsequently DMSO. On the
contrary, however, not much percievable difference is observed for when
comparing Fig. 5.7d, Fig. 5.7e and Fig. 5.7f, with the weakly associating
TFSI as anion across the three different solvents.
To formalize the idea of ion-pairing, we also plot ionic charge qr con-
tained within r, which is defined by taking into account the contribu-
tions from Li+ ions or atoms belonging to anions, as seen in Fig. 5.8.
The radial variation of the contained ionic charge gives an idea about
the heterogeneity of charge distribution, and also helps define the limits
of a charge neutral ion-pair. In every case, qr begins at a value of 1 due
to the central Li+ ion, and then fluctuates with r, eventually converging
around the value of 0.
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To define a charge neutral ion-pair, one needs to set a cut-off limit on r
beyond which all charge fluctuations can be assigned as being outside of
the ion-pair. In order to define this cut-off limit of charge neutrality, we
look at the corresponding curves for the RDFs and cumulative values of
Li+ ions. Every cumulative Li+ curve has an inflection point concurring
with an inflection point in the charge curve occurring usually around
|qr| = 0, which ensures charge neutrality and also concurs with the last
minima on the RDF curve of Li+ ions.
The criterion chosen here is based on the cumulative value and dis-
tribution of Li+ ions, and is independent of the electrolyte composition.
While the cut-off limit for a charge neutral ion-pair should be defined on
the basis of a charge value, we argue that this value may vary subject to
solvent-salt shapes and sizes, and may not truly signal the physical limits
of an ion-pair. The choice made in this work can be justified on the phys-
ical basis that after the last inflection point on the cumulative Li+ curve,
the cumulative value of Li+ ions increases monotonically, thus signaling
a definite end of any Li+ ion assignment to the ion-pair in consideration.
We choose the last such inflection point as the limit and plot the number
of Li+ ions contained within this limit as well as the cut-off limit of the
charge-neutral aggregation in Fig. 5.11a and Fig. 5.11b,respectively.
Using these aggregate numbers, it is easy to discern solvent separated
ion pairs (SSIPs), contact ion pairs (CIPs) and aggregates (AGGs) de-
pending on the number of Li+ being between 1 to 2 (SSIP), between 2 to
3 (CIP) or more than 3 (AGG), respectively. As can be seen, the degree
of ion-pairing and aggregation is determined by competitive solvation
between the anions and the solvent molecules. At [TFSI] = 1 M, the
weakly associating TFSI anions always form solvent separated ion pairs,
as evident from the values < 2 as well as the snapshots. However, for-
mation of CIPs and AGGs takes place at different NO−3 concentrations
in the electrolyte for the 3 solvents. For the low donating solvent ACN,
CCPs are formed already at [NO−3 ] = 0.1 M and AGGs are formed at
[NO−3 ] >= 0.2 M. For the higher donating solvent DME, CCPs begin to
form further at [NO−3 ] >= 0.3 M, while AGGs are formed only at [NO
−
3 ]
>= 0.75 M. While it is clear that strongly associating anions will have
a higher degree of aggregation, they cannot exert their effect beyond a
certain limit in high DN solvents, as evident from the case of DMSO,
where no AGGs are formed even at [NO−3 ] = 1 M. These results are
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.11.: (a) No. of Li+ ions contained within an aggregate and
(b) Cut-off limit of aggregates as a function of electrolyte composition.
in complete qualitative agreement with the predictions made using the
Ising model earlier.
It must be noted that the cut-off limits for defining ion-pairing, as
shown in fig. 5.11b, should not be confused with the actual size of the
formed aggregates. The cut-off limit defined here is an approximation
for the maximum possible volume of a charge neutral ion-pair, and it
need not be the same as the physical dimension of the ion-pair. It is
found to be a function of the size and donicity of the salt anion, and
it shows a remarkable drop at [NO−3 ] = 0.3 M in all cases, indicating
a clear dominance of the [NO−3 ] anions as its concentration increases.
From these plots, one obtains quantitative estimation of ion-pair for-
mation, which can also be qualitatively correlated to the visualizations
in Fig. 5.10. We emphasize here that the chosen metric of estimating
ion-pairing in the present work stands in stark contrast to the previously
used methods of determining ion-pairing based on the CNs of inner solva-
tion shells [111, 112, 113]. It can be clearly seen that the CNs calculated
in this work also do not agree with the degree of ion-pairing observed
from the snapshots.
Further, to estimate the mobility of Li+ ions, the self-diffusion con-
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stants for Li+ ions were calculated by using the Einstein relation 〈r2(t)〉=
6Dt, where 〈r2(t)〉 ensemble-averaged mean squared deviation (MSD) of
the center of mass of all Li+ ions. The resulting coefficient is fitted from
a least-squares minimization for a straight line for a time period in the
diffusion regime and then averaged over two independent realizations of
the same system. The computed self-diffusion coefficients for Li+ ions
are shown in Fig. 5.12a. As can be seen, the self-diffusion coefficient
of Li+ ions is independent of the choice of anion, however, it depends
strongly on the choice of solvent. The molar ionic conductivty of ions is a
linear function of their diffusivity, as is known from the Nernst-Einstein
relation [120]. The same trends can be observed in our calcuated results
which agree with those from experiments, as can be seen in Fig. 5.12b.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12.: (a) Calculated self-diffusion coefficient of Li+ ions as
a function of electrolyte composition and (b) Comparison of calculated
self-diffusion coefficient with experimentally measured conductivity from
the work of Laoire et al. [7].
It must be noted carefully that the classical MD simulations presented
here have been performed with non-polarizable forcefields which gener-
ally tend to underestimate CNs. Although size effects are well accounted
for, one must exert caution when extracting dynamic properties of the
system like self-diffusion coefficients. The trends for such properties can,
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however, be reproduced with reasonable accuracy. In comparison to first
principles methods, classical MD simulations are very inexpensive and
can reveal trends on the basis of which electrolyte components can be
analyzed and compared.
In conclusion, we have developed a generalized model that predicts
Li+ solvation shell occupation and the resulting stability of Li+ in elec-
trolytic solutions. The strategies discussed here provide a rational basis
for selection of electrolyte (solvent + salt) combinations for use in Li-O2
batteries. We envision this strategy for intermediate stabilization to be
generally applicable to numerous nonaqueous systems in which stabi-
lization of desired intermediates may lead to improved electrochemical
efficiency. For example, in Li-S batteries, polysulfide intermediate speci-
ation could potentially be controlled by simply tuning the Li+ salt anion,
perhaps providing a route for increased sulfur utilization. This strategy
can potentially be combined with current efforts to identify novel, sta-
ble electrolytes, including those in which organic molecules are entirely
removed from the electrolyte [121], to develop an electrolyte that could
enable high-energy, long-life Li-O2 batteries.
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Compact high-energy density batteries are a vast and growing market
in need of more sustainable, cheaper solutions. As the importance of
electrical energy storage grows, so do the long-term challenges related to
resource availability and widespread affordability. Although the recent
surge in the scientific endeavors in BLI technologies for vehicular trans-
portation looks promising, the most critical near-term challenges, which
primarily concern the materials used in these batteries, need to be over-
come. One of the most promising concepts is the Li-air or Li-O2 battery,
which is known to suffer from dendrite formation, electrolyte and elec-
trode decomposition, low rechargeability and poor rate capability. The
central theme of this doctoral work is to elucidate electrolyte behavior
in nonaqueous Li-O2 batteries and its influence on various performance
parameters like rechargeability and capacity.
First, focusing on the key issue of rechargeability, we argued on the
basis of recent state-of-the-art experiments that the majority of solvent
degradation in Li-O2 batteries occurs during the charging through a
process of solvent oxidation and carbonate formation. By systematically
treating the oxidation behavior of the solvent in the harsh electrochem-
ical environment of Li2O2, we demonstrated that, to a first approxima-
tion, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy level of the
solvent is a good descriptor for oxidative stability, which is accounted
for by means of the excess electrons (>2e−/O2) involved in the OER
during charging. We also addressed in detail the influence of the in-
terfacial interactions during charging on the electrochemical stability of
nonaqueous solvents by providing an accurate description of the molecu-
lar energy levels of the solvents (HOMO-LUMO) as well as the electrode
surfaces (VBM-CBM) using high fidelity GW calculations. The HOMO-
LUMO gap of a solvent molecule was found to shrink in the range of 0.79
eV (ACN) to 0.99 eV (DMSO) when the molecules were physisorbed on
the surface. It was shown that for the insulating 11¯00 termination of
the Li2O2 cathode surface, the phenomenon of renormalization does not
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affect our hypothesis of choosing the gas phase HOMO level of solvent
molecules as the descriptor of their oxidative stability. We also outlined
the stringent stability requirements imposed on the solvents for non-
aqueous Li-O2 batteries, which includes thermochemical stability in the
form of high heat capacity, flash point, boiling point and low melting
point. However, fundamental trade-offs exist in between these different
properties of the electrolyte making it extremely difficult to find a single
electrolyte that meets all the requirements. We showed that several sol-
vent classes, such as chloroflouromethanes and silanes, have acceptable
HOMO level values but do not exist in liquid state in the temperature
range 0-75 oC or are highly toxic and entail environmental hazards.
Next, focusing on the discharging process, we identified that a major
cause of chemical instability in nonaqueous Li-O2 battery electrolytes
is the H+/H-abstraction during discharging, which can occur either due
to the reaction of the solvent with the electrode surface or the reactive
nucleophile O−2 , the presence of which has been confirmed experimen-
tally. Nucleophilic substitution by O−2 anions is known to be extremely
detrimental to solvent stability and can significantly reduce the percent-
age yield of discharge product, thus affecting the overall cycle efficiency.
Using a detailed thermodynamic analysis, it was shown that a solvent‘s
propensity to resist H+/H-abstraction during ORR is determined pri-
marily by its acid dissociation constant, pKa, in its own environment.
Further, correlations between pKa values of solvents in different media
were drawn out to demonstrate that the error incurred in the proposed
model is inconsequential even if we choose all pKa values from the same
medium DMSO. The analysis presented here highlights the difficulty of
finding a stable electrolyte when the discharge process is considered for
parasitic reactions involving the solvent, and also explained why glyme-
based solvents with high pKa are the best known class of solvents. Ad-
ditionally, we showed that a correlation exists between the HOMO level,
which is the descriptor of electrochemical stability during OER, and pKa
in DMSO, which is a good approximation to the descriptor of chemical
stability during ORR. However, a low value of the HOMO level and a
high value of pKa are desirable for overall solvent stability, implying that
solvents with the desired stability characteristics must be outliers to this
correlation.
Further, we developed a detailed thermodynamic formalism using half-
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wave potentials of Li+ and O−2 ions, to show that solvents with high DNs
and ANs have the tendency to trigger the solution mediated growth by
dissolution of the adsorbed intermediate LiO∗2. The dissolution pro-
cess generates solvated O−2 anions which act as a redox shuttle to drive
solution-mediated growth of Li2O2, resulting in enhanced capacity. How-
ever, O−2 is also an active nucleophile and this leads to additional par-
asitic processes. By means of the thermodynamic model, we elucidated
the fundamental difficulty associated with engineering an all-round elec-
trolyte, which not only has the ability to facilitate solution-mediated
discharge but, which can withstand H+/H-abstraction via nucleophilic
attack as well. It was shown that all solvents tend to lie roughly on
a line, which shows up as an anti-correlation between the two require-
ments, indicating that solvents with better solvation capabilities are si-
multaneously relatively unstable to chemical degradation. Additionally,
the rationale of choosing solvents with high DNs alone cannot be taken
as a criterion because such solvents are prone to higher oxidation during
charging. We emphasized that a rational, model-based and data-driven
design of electrolytes for realizing practical Li-O2 batteries needs to in-
clude explicitly the effects of Li-salts and other additives.
Finally, we examined the Li+ counterion influence on promoting the
solubility of electrochemical intermediates during Li-O2 battery discharge
without further compromising electrolyte stability in detail. Specifically,
we built on recent experimental results which showed that Li-O2 batter-
ies with a mixture of LiNO3 and LiTFSI in DME as electrolyte displayed
increased capacity and toroid formation with increasing LiNO3 concen-
tration. To theoretically quantify this enhancement, we proposed an
Ising model description of the solvation shell of Li+, using which, the en-
hanced stability of Li+ in solution was attributed to anions with higher
effective DNs than that of the solvent, which in turn induced increased
stability of the electrochemically formed O−2 , in the solution. Further,
we provided a generalized interpretation of the developed Ising model
to map out the entire electrolyte design space. It was shown that there
is a capacity enhancement when using a low DN solvent, such as DME,
and a high DN salt anion, such as NO−3 , whereas there is no benefit in
using high DN salt anions in a high DN solvent, such as DMSO. These
predictions were found to be in excellent agreement with experiments.
To supplement our analysis, we performed classical molecular dynamics
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simulations to describe the solvate structures for ion solvation, which
were computed in a variety of electrolyte and salt compositions, in or-
der to examine their effect on the mobility and stability of ions in the
solvated phase. Additionally, we defined a novel metric for quantifying
ion-pairing formation and also demonstrated the usefulness of the simple
Ising model developed earlier, whose predictions were found to be in good
agreement with those from classical molecular dynamics simulations.
Electrolyte stability and functionality is the key to realizing high en-
ergy density Li-O2 batteries. The stringent set of requirements imposed
on electrolytes for this system, which necessitate a beyond brute-force,
focused search based on property descriptors, have been highlighted in
this work. As seen in the case of Li-ion batteries, trial and error based
approaches have led to the discovery of a huge number of solvent blends
in order to seek compromises across a number of properties. Such an
Edisonian approach, however, is slow and lacks scientific direction owing
to scarcity of reliable data on electrolyte properties. Determination of
such important properties that act as descriptors, as well as their com-
putation will play a crucial role in ultimately identifying the blend of
solvents and other additives required for a practical Li-O2 battery. Ad-
ditionally, the properties of the observed discharge products along with
cathode materials need to be completely characterized to allow for a
predictive analysis of battery operation and we believe computational
modeling will play a crucial role in these efforts.
Using the computational frameworks built in this work, the challeng-
ing task of identifying an electrolyte solvent that possesses the anti-
correlated properties of high intermediate solubility and solvent stability
can be alleviated, potentially providing a pathway to develop an elec-
trolyte that affords both high capacity and rechargeability. In order to
facilitate a rational search of solvents and accelerate discovery of elec-
trolytes with desirable properties for different electrochemical applica-
tions, we have developed in collaboration with researchers from Carnegie
Mellon University and University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign an easily
queryable and accessible database, the “SEED: System for Electrolyte
Exploration and Discovery” [122], with several computed and experi-
mentally measured properties for hundreds of solvents. The database
has been designed in a way that users can make simple natural language
queries to search for solvents that satisfy multiple requirements.
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A. Chapter 2
Table A.1.: List of solvents with electrons involved during ORR and
OER, borrowed from the work ofMcCloskey et al. [1], computed HOMO
level (eV) values at MP2=Full 6-31G* from from the NIST database [9],
and DNs (kcal/mol) from various literature sources [7, 10, 11].
Solvent e
−/
ORR
e−/
OER
OER/
ORR
HOMO
level
(eV)
DN
(kcal/
mol)
Acetonitrile
(MeCN, CH3CN)
2.05 2.33 0.88 -12.273 14.1
Dimethoxyethane
(DME, C4H10O2)
2.01 2.59 0.78 -11.444 20
Dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO, C2H6SO)
2.05 4.05 0.51 -9.838 29.8
N-Methyl-
Pyrrolidone (NMP,
C5H9NO)
1.96 3.35 0.58 - 27.3
Triglyme (TGE,
C8H18O4)
2.04 2.71 0.75 - -
Tetrahydrofuran
(THF, C4H8O)
2.01 2.8 0.72 -10.969 20
Tri-(Ethylene
Glycol)-substituted
Trimethylsilane
(1NM3,
C12H24O4Si)
2.14 4.44 0.48 - -
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Table A.2.: List of solvents with HOMO level values <= -11.444 eV,
which is the HOMO level of DME. The serial numbers are the same
as in 2.11 in Chapter 2. The HOMO level values were computed at
MP2=Full 6-31G* and taken from NISTś CCCBDB database [9]. The
melting and boiling point temperature data were taken from NISTś web
book [12, 13].
SN Solvent
HOMO
(eV)
HOMO
-
LUMO
gap
(eV)
Melting
point
(◦C)
Boiling
point
(◦C)
1
Trichlorofluoromethane
(CFCl3)
-12.677 15.573 -111.15 23.75
2
Fluorodichloromethane
(CHFCl2)
-12.605 16.492 -135 8.85
3
Carbon Tetrachloride
(CCl4)
-12.627 15.149 -22.85 76.65
4
Trichloromethane
(CHCl3)
-12.346 15.609 -63.15 61.15
5
Chloromethane
(CH3Cl)
-11.827 17.154 -91.15 -26.15
6
Dichloromethane
(CH2Cl2)
-12.158 16.334 -75.09 39.85
7
1,2 Dichloroethane
(C2H4Cl2)
-12.004 16.863 -42.7 83
8
1,1,1-Trichloroethane
(C2H3Cl3)
-12.144 15.582 -30.4 74.08
9
1,1,2-Trichloroethane
(C2H3Cl3)
-12.149 16.195 -35.25 113.65
10
Methyl acetate
(C3H6O2)
-12.096 17.081 -98 56.85
11
Ethyl formate
(C3H6O2)
-12.397 17.291 -79.6 53.85
12
Propanoic Acid
(C3H6O2)
-12.203 17.11 -21.15 140.85
13
γ-Butyrolactone
(C4H6O2)
-11.756 16.55 -44.15 204.55
Continued on next page
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14
Ethyl acetate
(C4H8O2)
-12 17.032 -83.15 77.05
15
Hexanoic acid
(C6H12O2)
-12.084 17.018 -3.45 203.85
16
Methyl pivalate
(C6H12O2)
-11.696 16.723 -42.8 101.05
17
Ethylene oxide
(C2H4O)
-12.162 18.869 -112.6 11.85
18
Acetaldehyde
(C2H4O)
-11.528 14.852 -123.15 20.75
19
Propylene oxide
(C3H6O)
-11.735 18.421 -112.13 34.23
20
1,3,5-Trioxane
(C3H6O3)
-12.106 18.467 64 114.5
21 1-Butanol (C4H10O) -11.87 18.015 -85.15 117.45
22
Ethanol, 1,1-dimethyl-
(C4H10O)
-11.658 17.202 25.15 82.35
23
1-Propanol, 2-methyl-
(C4H10O)
-11.59 17.376 -108 107.65
24
1-Butanol,
3-methyl-(C5H12O)
-11.808 17.699 -117.2 130.85
25 1-Pentanol (C5H12O) -11.859 18.002 -78.2 137.85
26
1,2-Dimethoxyethane
(C4H10O2)
-11.444 17.875 -69.21 84.85
27
1,3-Butanediol
(C4H10O2)
-11.692 17.45 -77 206.85
28
1,4-Butanediol
(C4H10O2)
-11.856 17.899 26.85 230.05
29
Cyclopentanol
(C5H10O)
-11.468 17.381 -19 139.85
30
1,2-Ethanediol or
Ethylene glycol
(C2H6O2)
-11.926 17.65 -12.15 197.35
31
Propylene glycol
(C3H8O2)
-11.574 17.156 -60 186.85
32 Acentonitrile (C2H3N) -12.273 17.614 -45.15 81.65
33
Malononitrile
(C3H2N2)
-12.883 16.654 31.85 220.05
Continued on next page
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34
Propionitrile or ethyl
cyanide (C3H5N)
-12.134 17.185 -93.15 96.85
35
Pentanenitrile
(C5H9N)
-11.98 17.17 -96.23 140.85
36
Tetrachlorosilane
(SiCl4)
-13.073 -68.75 56.85
37 Methyl silane (CH6Si) -12.366 -157 -57
38
Methyl hypochlorite
(CH3OCl)
-11.716 -120.4 9.18
39
Carbon dichloride
(CCl2O)
-12.998 -118 8.3
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Table B.1.: Shift in the half-wave potentials for the Li+/Li re-
dox couple in different nonaqueous solvents with respect to the
Bis(biphenyl)chromium(I)/(0) couple and the solvent’s ANs and
DNs [10, 11, 14, 15]
.
SN Solvent
Li+/Li
half-wave
potential
(V)
AN
(kcal
/mol)
DN
(kcal
/mol)
1 N-methylformamide (C2H5NO) -1.66 32.1 27
2
N,N-dimethylformamide
(C3H7NO)
-1.62 0.16 26.6
3
N,N-diethylformamide
(C5H11NO)
-1.61 30.9
4
N,N-dimethylacetamide
(C4H9NO)
-1.69 13.6 27.8
5
N,N-diethylacetamide
(C6H13NO)
-1.76 32.2
6
1-Methyl-2-pyrrolidinone
(C5H9NO)
-1.72 13.3 27.3
7 Dimethylsulfoxide (C2H6SO) -1.86 19.3 29.8
8
Tetramethylenesulfone
(C4H8O2S)
-1.26 19.2 14.8
9 Methanol (CH4O) -1.49 41.3 19
10 Acetone (C3H6O) -1.4 12.5 17
11 Propylene carbonate (C4H6O3) -1.25 18.3 15.1
12
Trimethyl phosphate
(C3H9O4P)
-1.72 16.3 23
13 Acetonitrile (C2H3N) -1.2 18.9 14.1
14
N,N,N,N-tetramethylurea
(C5H12N2O)
-1.76 31
Continued on next page
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15 Benzonitrile (C7H5N) -1.11 15.5 11.9
Table B.2.: List of values for USHELi+(HA)/Li and ∆G
aq→HA
H+ computed
using linear interpolation as a function of the solvent’s DNs [10, 11].
Calculated pKa values in DMSO from Refs. [16, 17, 18] have also been
presented.
Solvent
USHELi+(HA)/Li
(V)
∆Gaq→HAH+
(eV)
ln[HA]
DN
(kcal
/mol)
pKa
Acetonitrile
(MeCN,
CH3CN)
-1.7 0.247 2.95 14.1 30.3
Dimethoxyethane
(DME, C4H10O2)
-1.92 0.05 2.27 20 51.8
Dimethylformamide
(DMF, C3H7NO)
-2.17 -0.171 2.56 26.6 42.9
N-Methyl-
Pyrrolidone (NMP,
C5H9NO)
-2.2 -0.194 2.34 27.3 35.2
Dimethylacetamide
(DMA, C4H9NO)
-2.21 -0.211 2.38 27.8 34.4
Dimethylsulfoxide
(DMSO, C2H6SO)
-2.29 -0.278 2.65 29.8 35.1
Average -2.08 -0.09 2.52
Table B.3.: List of solvents with computed HOMO level (eV) [9] and ex-
perimentally measured or calculated or estimated pKa values in DMSO.
The reference sources for these values can be found in our published
results [19]
Continued on next page
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SN Solvent
HOMO
Level (eV)
pKa
(in
water)
pKa
(in
DMSO)
1 Formamide (CH3NO) -11.255 23.5
2 Acetamide (C2H5NO) -11.093 25.5
3 Urethane (C3H7NO2) -11.476 24.2
4 Cyanamide (CH2N2) -11.17 17
5
Dimethylformamide
(C3H7NO)
-10.099 25.9
6 Ethyl acetate (C4H8O2) -12 29.5
7
Methyl pivalate
(C6H12O2)
-11.696 30.3
8 Methane (CH4) -14.82 56
9 Toluene (C7H8) -8.637 43
10 1,4-Pentadiene (C5H8) -9.501 35
11
1,3-Cyclopentadiene
(C5H6)
-8.142 18
12 Acetone (C3H6O) -11.191 26.5
13 Acetophenone (C8H8O) -9.271 24.7
14 3-Pentanone (C5H10O) -11.017 27.1
15 Malononitrile (C3H2N2) -12.883 11.1
16 Acetonitrile (C2H3N) -12.273 31.3
17 Cyano radical (CN) -14.284 11.1
18 Phenoxy radical (C6H5O) -9.708 28.1
19
Dimethyl sulfoxide
(C2H6OS)
-9.838 35.1
20
Dimethoxyethane
(C4H10O2)
-11.444 51.8
21
N,N-dimethylformamide
(C3H7NO)
-10.099 42.9
22
Trichloromethane
(CHCl3) -12.346 14 20.22
23 Propanoic Acid (C3H6O2) -12.203 4.75 11.04
24 Hexanoic acid (C6H12O2) -12.084 5.09 11.38
25 Acetaldehyde (C2H4O) -11.528 14.5 20.72
26 1-Butanol (C4H10O) -11.87 16.95 23.15
Continued on next page
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27
Ethanol, 1,1-dimethyl-
(C4H10O)
-11.658 18.09 29.4
28
1-Propanol, 2-methyl-
(C4H10O)
-11.59 17.33 23.53
29
1-Butanol,
3-methyl-(C5H12O)
-11.808 17.17 23.37
30 1-Pentanol (C5H12O) -11.859 16.84 23.05
31
1,3-Butanediol
(C4H10O2)
-11.692 16.17 22.38
32
1,4-Butanediol
(C4H10O2)
-11.856 16.28 22.49
33 Cyclopentanol (C5H10O) -11.468 17.95 24.15
34
1,2-Ethanediol or
Ethylene glycol (C2H6O2)
-11.926 16.4 22.61
35
Propylene glycol
(C3H8O2)
-11.574 16 22.21
36 Acentonitrile (C2H3N) -12.273 25 31.15
37
Propionitrile or ethyl
cyanide (C3H5N)
-12.134 33.54 39.63
38 Pentanenitrile (C5H9N) -11.98 8.7 14.96
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Table C.1.: Shift in the half-wave potentials for the O2/O−2 redox cou-
ple in different nonaqueous solvents with respect to SCE [20] and the
solvent’s ANs [15]. The half-wave potentials for DMA (SN.6) and DEF
(SN.7) were originally measured with respect to the Fc+/Fc electrode
in ref. [18]. We calibrated those values with respect the SCE using the
data for the potential of the Fc+/Fc redox couple with respect to SCE
from ref. [21]. EFc
+/Fc
SCE = 0.467 for DMA and E
Fc+/Fc
SCE =0.474 for DEF.
The AN values were calculated for the case of solvent DEF using the
correlation AN= -30.0+15.3×α+1.01×E(30)T from the same work, where
α = 0.0 is the H-bond donating ability and E(30)T = 41.8 is the Dimroth
and Reichardt‘s polarity of DEF.
SN Solvent
Li+/Li
half-wave
potential
(V)
AN
(kcal/
mol)
1 Water (H2O) -0.41 54.8
2 Dimethylsulfoxide (C2H6SO) -0.78 19.3
3 N,N-dimethylformamide (C3H7NO) -0.86 16
4 Pyridine (C5H5N) -0.880 14.2
5 Acetonitrile (C2H3N) -0.87 18.9
6 N,N-dimethylacetamide (C4H9NO) -0.953 13.6
7 N,N-diethylformamide (C5H11NO) -0.976 12.2
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Table C.2.: List of solvents with experimentally measured or calculated
or estimated pKa values in DMSO, ANs and DNs [15, 10, 22], free energy
of dissolution, ∆Gsol(HA), and the rate of nucleophilic attack normalized
with respect to the value for MeCN. For several solvents where the pKa
values were not available in DMSO, the linear correlation from Chapter
3 was used to predict the pKa value in DMSO using the pKa value
in water by using the equation: pKa(in DMSO) = (pKa(in Water) +
6.3644)/1.0069. The reference sources for these values can be found in
our published results [23]
SN Solvent
pKa
in
DMSO
AN
(kcal/
mol)
DN
(kcal/
mol)
∆Gsol(HA)
(eV) Rate
1
1-Methyl-2-
pyrrolidinone
(C5H9NO)
35.2 13.3 27.3 -3.67E-01 1.61E+04
2
Trichloromethane
(CHCl3) 20.2 23.1 4 7.26E-01 2.27E-07
3
Ethyl acetate
(C4H8O2)
29.5 9.3 17.1 4.53E-02 1.38E+00
4
1-Butanol
(C4H10O)
23.2 36.8 19.5 -5.56E-01 2.49E+13
5
1,1-Dimethyl-
ethanol
(C4H10O)
29.4 27.1 21.9 -5.12E-01 3.36E+09
6
1,2-Dimethoxy-
ethane
(C4H10O2)
51.8 10.2 20 -1.06E-01 3.38E-09
7
Formamide
(CH3NO)
23.5 39.8 24 -7.36E-01 1.76E+16
8
Dimethylformamide
(C3H7NO)
42.9 16 26.6 -4.17E-01 1.53E+01
9
Dimethylacetamide
(C4H9NO)
34.4 13.6 27.8 -3.80E-01 6.55E+04
10
Acentonitrile
(C2H3N)
31.3 18.9 14.1 0.00E+00 1.00E+00
11
Dimethylsulfoxide
(C2H6SO)
35.1 19.3 29.8 -5.13E-01 5.06E+06
Continued on next page
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12
Acetone
(C3H6O)
26.5 12.5 17 -2.52E-02 6.64E+02
13 Water (H2O) 32 54.8 18 -6.19E-01 1.07E+10
14
Acetic acid
(C2H4O2)
12.3 52.9 20 -6.99E-01 1.65E+21
15
Methanol
(CH4O)
27.9 41.5 19 -5.83E-01 3.03E+11
16
Isopropyl
alcohol
(C3H8O)
29.3 33.8 21.1 -5.81E-01 5.50E+10
17
Trimethyl
phosphate
(C3H9O4P)
9.3 16.3 23 -3.45E-01 6.06E+16
18
Benzonitrile
(C7H5N)
21.9 15.5 11.9 2.14E-01 1.31E+01
19
Formic acid
(CH2O2)
10 83.6 19 -5.53E-01 8.05E+19
20 Benzene (C6H6) 49 8.2 0.1 1.46E+00 5.18E-34
21
Benzyl alcohol
(C7H8O)
21.2 36.8 23 -6.78E-01 2.48E+16
22
Ethanol
(C2H6O)
29.8 37.9 19.2 -5.56E-01 1.17E+10
23
Nitrobenzene
(C6H5NO2)
10.3 14.8 4.4 8.52E-01 1.70E-04
24
Nitromethane
(CH3NO2)
16.3 20.5 2.7 9.06E-01 2.19E-08
25
i-propanol
(C3H8O)
30.3 33.5 36 -6.94E-01 1.36E+12
26
t-butanol
(C4H10O)
32.2 27.1 38 -5.55E-01 7.06E+08
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Figure C.1.: Regions of solvent stability against H+/H-abstraction via
nucleophilic attack and the solvent’s ability to facilitate the solution
mediated discharge visualized as functions of their respective descriptors
with several solvents.
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Figure D.1.: (A) Representative galvanostatic discharge profiles of Li-
O2 cells (450 µA/cm2 under a 1.5-atm O2 atmosphere to a 2-V cut-off).
(Inset) Capacity dependence on LiNO3 concentration. (B) Li2O2 dis-
charge yield as a function of LiNO3 electrolyte concentration. (C) 7Li
chemical shift of electrolyte solutions, versus a 3 M LiCl in D2O stan-
dard, as a function of electrolyte LiNO3 concentration. A less negative
chemical shift represents a shift down-field. A 1.0 M Li+ concentra-
tion was used for all electrolytes (DME used as the solvent), and the
LiTFSI:LiNO3 ratio was varied. The LiNO3 concentration for each cell
is provided in the figure. As an example, the cell labeled “0.1 M LiNO3”
contained 0.1 M LiNO3 and 0.9 M LiTFSI. Error bars are 1 SD of mul-
tiple experiments. Figure adopted from the experimental part of our
collaborative work [8].
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Figure D.2.: (A) 7Li chemical shift of DMSO and DME-based elec-
trolytes, versus a 3 M LiCl in D2O reference, as a function of elec-
trolyte LiNO3 concentration. A less negative chemical shift represents
a shift down-field. A 1.0 M Li+ concentration was used for all cell elec-
trolytes, and the LiTFSI:LiNO3 ratio was varied. (B) Discharge profiles
(45 µA/cm2, 2-V cut-off) for cells employing DMSO and DME-based
electrolytes. Labels correspond to discharges of cells using the following
electrolytes: 1. 1 M LiTFSI in DME, 2. 0.5 M LiNO3:0.5 M LiTFSI in
DME, 3. 1 M LiTFSI in DMSO, and 4. 0.5 M LiNO3:0.5 M LiTFSI in
DMSO. Figure adopted from the experimental part of our collaborative
work [8].
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Figure D.3.: Linear correlation between the 7Li chemical shift (ppm)
obtained from experiments and the free energy of solvation of Li+ (eV)
derived from the Ising model when DME is used as the solvent and
NO−3 /TFSI mixture as the salt. The individual points in the plot cor-
respond to different concentrations of LiNO3. Figure adopted from the
experimental part of our collaborative work [8].
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Figure D.4.: Linear correlation between Capacity (mAh) obtained from
experiments (Fig. D.1inset) and rate enhancement of the solution process
rS ∼ exp((−∆Gsol)/kT ) as evaluated from the Ising model for various
concentrations of LiNO3 in DME. Figure adopted from the experimental
part of our collaborative work [8].
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Figure D.5.: (a) 7Li chemical shift of DMSO and DME-based elec-
trolytes, versus a 3M LiCl in D2O reference, as a function of LiBr con-
centration. A less negative chemical shift represents a shift downfield.
Analogous to Fig. D.2A, 0.5M Br− causes a noticeable downfield shift in
the 7Li in DME, but not in DMSO. (b) Discharge profiles (45µA/cm2,
1.5 atm O2 atmosphere, 2V cut-off), as a function of LiBr concentration
for both DMSO and DME-based electrolytes. A 1.0 M Li+ concentration
was used for all cell electrolytes, and the LiBr and LiTFSI concentration
for each cell is provided in the legend. Analogous to NO−3 in Fig. D.2B,
0.5M Br− provides over a threefold increase in capacity in a DME-based
electrolyte, but not in a DMSO-based electrolyte. Figure adopted from
the experimental part of our collaborative work [8].
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